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No proposal to enact a separate law
Brief
to regulate digital media: Centre
News

Teacher hits
Class 5th student
with scissors,
pushes her from 1
st floor

CMYK

New Delhi, Dec 16 (IANS)
A primary school teacher
was detained for allegedly
hitting a fifth grade student
with a pair of scissors on her
head and then throwing her
from the first floor of the
school building on Friday.
The girl was rushed to a
hospital, where her condition is stated to be out of
danger, an official said.
The incident occurred at
Prathmik Vidyalaya, opposite Model Basti near Rani
Jhansi road in Delhi.
According to a senior
police official, at around
11.15 a.m., an information
was received that a child
was thrown from the first
floor classroom by the
teacher at DBG police station following which Station
House Officer, along with a
police team, reached the
spot.

PM dials up
President Putin,
reiterates
dialogue as
solution to end
Ukraine conflict
New Delhi, Dec 16 (IANS)
Prime Minister Narendra
Modi on Friday had a telephonic conversation with
Russian President Vladimir
Putin, where he reiterated
that dialogue and diplomacy is the only way forward to resolve the ongoing
conflict with Ukraine.
The conversation between the two leaders was
a follow-up to their meeting
in Uzbekistan’s Samarkand,
on the sidelines of the
Shanghai Cooperation
Organisation (SCO) Summit,
in September this year.
Both the leaders reviewed several areas of bilateral cooperation like energy cooperation, trade and
investments, defence and
security cooperation.

Two vehicle
thieves injured in
encounter with
police
Greater Noida, Dec 16
(IANS) An encounter between the police and a gang
of vehicle thieves resulted in
two miscreants getting injured in Greater Noida. The
incident took place in Beta
2 police station area, during
which two gang members
were shot in the leg, while
another was caught during
combing.
According to sources,
the Anti-Auto Theft squad
signalled a white Brezza car
to pull over at a checkpoint
on Kasna road near Pari
Chowk. On receiving information about the vehicle
with no number plate, the
police at Honda Chowk tried
to stop the car, but it sped
away towards Chuharpur
underpass and was chased
by the police.

Two Kerala
teenagers fall to
death while
alighting from
moving train
Kochi, Dec 16 (IANS) Two
teenagers, who were trying
to alight from a moving
train, fell to their death in
Koratty railway station early
on Friday.
The incident occurred
near Chalakudy when 16year-old Krishnakumar and
17-year-old Sajan were returning from their work
place in Kochi.
As the train does not
have a stop in Koratty, they
jumped out when it slowed
down.While one of the boys
came under the moving
train, the other got severely
injured after his head hit the
platform.

New Delhi, Dec 16 (IANS)
Union Minister of State for
Electronics and Information
Technology
Rajeev
Chandrasekhar in a written
reply to a question in the
Rajya Sabha on Friday said
there was no proposal to
enact a separate law to
regulate the digital media.
“No proposal to enact a
separate law to regulate the
digital media is currently
under consideration of the
government,” said the minister.
The reply said, “To help
achieve the aim of making
Internet Open, Safe and
Trusted and Accountable
and to regulate the intermediaries, including social me-

dia intermediaries, and in
exercise of powers conferred by the Information
Technology Act, 2000 the
Central government has
made the Information Technology
(Intermediary
Guidelines and Digital Media Ethics Code) Rules,
2021.”
The reply mentioned
guidelines which include
the following:
“These rules cast specific
obligation on intermediaries to observe diligence and
provide that if they fail to
observe such diligence, they
shall no longer be exempt
from their liability under law
for third-party information
or data or communication

Smriti Irani, Adhir Ranjan
Chowdhury spar in LS over
‘gentleman’ remark
New Delhi, Dec 16 (IANS) A low decibel verbal sparring took place in Lok Sabha during Question Hour between Congress leader Adhir Ranjan Chowdhury and
Union Minister for Women and Child Development
Smriti Irani.
The episode began when the minister while replying to a question by BJD member Chandra Sekhar Sahu
pertaining to her department, referred to him as“gentleman” instead of “honourable member”.
When Chowdhury objected to this along with some
other members, and asked the minister to address the
MP as “honourable member”, Irani retorted back by saying that Chowdhury was trying to please his political
masters and score brownie points by making an issue
out of nothing.
Former Congress chief Sonia Gandhi was present in
the Lok Sabha during the episode. Irani said that there
was nothing wrong with the term “gentleman” and said
“I want to tell this gentleman (referring to Chowdhury)
that his message has reached his political masters”.

link hosted by them.
“To inform the said rules
to their users to make reasonable efforts to cause the
users not to host, display,
upload, modify, publish,
transmit, store, update or
share, among others, information, including information published by digital
media on the intermediary
platform or such information shared on it by other
users, which threatens the
unity, integrity, defence, security or sovereignty of India or public order, or prevents investigation, or violates any law;
“To not host, store or
publish any information, including information pub-

lished by digital media on
the intermediary platform
or such information shared
on it by other users, which
is unlawful, prohibited by
law in relation to India’s sovereignty and integrity, security of the State, public order,
contempt of court, etc.,
upon receiving actual
knowledge in the form of an
order by a court or being
notified by the government
under the provisions of the
IT Act;
“Upon receipt of an order from a lawfully
authorised government
agency, to provide information or assistance for prevention, detection, investigation or prosecution under

law, or for cyber security incidents;
“To have in place a grievance redressal machinery,
and resolve complaints of
violation of the rules within
72 hours of being reported;
“In case an intermediary
is a significant social media
intermediary (i.e., an intermediary having more than
50 lakh registered users in
India), to additionally observe diligence in terms of
appointing a Chief Compliance Officer, a nodal contact
person for 24x7 coordination with law enforcement
agencies and a Resident
Grievance Officer, publishing monthly compliance reports.”

UP Cong asks ‘yatris’ to wear
white khadi in Rahul’s BJY
Lucknow, Dec 16 (IANS)
The Uttar Pradesh Congress
has asked all‘yatris’, who will
join Bharat Jodo Yatra when
it enters Uttar Pradesh, to
wear only white khadi during the journey.
UPCC chief Brijlal Khabri
has asked all district/city
units to select 100 ‘rajya
yatris’ (state yatris) each who
will take part in the campaign, which is expected to
enter the state in January
first week.
“The (Bharat Jodo) yatra
will enter the state in the
first week of January. For
this, ‘rajya yatris’ will have to

be nominated from across
the state, and they will be a
part of the yatra till it remains in Uttar Pradesh. All
rajya yatris will mandatorily
wear white khadi. Arrangements will be made for their
stay and food also. They will
be given certificates, too,” he
said.
UPCC, with nearly 130
district/city units and 150
office-bearers, has proposed
to select more than 10,000
‘rajya yatris’.
About 150‘Bharat yatris’,
including a contingent of
leaders from the state, are
accompanying Bharat Jodo

Yatra that commenced from
Kanyakumari on September
7.
A large contingent of
‘atithi yatris’ (guest yatris) is
also expected to join the
campaign, apart from the
Bharat yatris and state yatris.
A pro forma requiring
age, caste and mobile number, along with name and
address of the ‘rajya yatris’,
has been issued to all the office-bearers and district/city
units.
Rahul Gandhi’s Bharat
Jodo Yatra is expected to
enter the state in the first
week of January.

Union Minister of Youth Affairs and Sports
Anurag Singh Thakur during unveiling of the trophy
for world Cup-2023 trophy tour (hockey), at Major
Dhyanchan Stadium in New Delhi on Friday. UNI

Gujarat woman accuses in-laws of
brandishing her tongue, forcing to
wear shoe garland
Junagadh, Dec 16
(IANS) The Junagarh police
have initiated a probe after
a pregnant woman accused her in-laws of subjecting her to physical and
psychological torture.
In her complaint with
the Junagadh Women Police Station, the aggrieved
woman Surbhi Ugrajia
said that her husband
Krunal, and five other
members of his family
brandished her tongue,
made her wear a “shoe garland” and carry out
‘Parikrama’ of their ‘Kuldevi’
with a traditional stove
(Sigri) on her head.

The torture Surbhi said,
did not end here as she
was forced to keep a shoe
in her mouth during the
entire ritual.
She alleged that because of their harassment,
her first pregnancy ended
in a miscarriage and now,
when she has conceived
again, they are forcing her
to abort the featus and
give consent for the divorce.
Hailing from Junagadh,
the woman married Krunal
in December 2021 and
shifted to Ghatkopar in
Mumbai where he resides
with his family.

Punjab Police solve rocket
propelled grenade attack case

Defence Minister Rajnath Singh paying homage to the fallen heroes at National
War Memorial,in New Delhi on the occasion of Vijay Diwas on Friday.UNI

Chandigarh, Dec 16
(IANS) Punjab Police have
solved the rocket propelled
grenade (RPG) attack case in
Tarn Taran in less than a
week with the busting of a
foreign-controlled terrorist
module leading to arrest of
six persons, including the
two juveniles in conflict with
law, who carried out the terror attack at the police station building on December
9.
Director General of Police (DGP) Gaurav Yadav,
while addressing a press
conference at Punjab Police
Headquarters here on Friday, said the terror attack
was masterminded by the

Bajrang Dal activists object to Hindu
woman travelling with Muslim man in K’taka
Bengaluru, Dec 16
(IANS) An incident of
Bajrang Dal activists objecting to a young Hindu
woman and Muslim man
travelling together in a bus
and creating a scene has
been reported from the
communally sensitive district of Dakshina Kannada in
Karnataka, said police on Friday. According to police, the

woman was travelling with
her friend in a private bus
from
Mangaluru
to
Bengaluru. The Bajrang activists, who got to know
about this, tried to stop the
bus near the Pump well area
in Mangaluru. However,
when they could not stop
the bus, they informed their
members in Kalladka town.
The activists stopped the

bus at Dasakodi near
Kalladka Thursday midnight.
They questioned the
woman and the man over
their travelling together.The
activists scolded the
woman, and asked both to
get down from the bus.They
later informed the Bantwal
police, which immediately
rushed to the spot and took
the two to safe custody. This

is the sixth incident of moral
policing reported from the
coastal district of Dakshina
Kannada in two weeks. A
video of the woman arguing
with the Bajrang Dal activists went viral on social media. The activists told the
police that the two were
travelling together on a
sleeper bus and they suspected it to be a trap.

foreign-based wanted terrorists Lakhbir Singh, alias
Landa Harike, Satbir Singh,
alias Satta, and Gurdev, alias
Jaisel, with the help of
Ajmeet Singh, currently
lodged at Goindwal Sahib
Jail.
Apart from the arrest of
two juveniles in conflict with
law, the remaining four
module members arrested
have been identified as
Gurpreet Singh, alias Gopi

Numberdar
(18)
of
Naushera Pannua; Gurlal
Singh, alias Gahla (19) of
Chohla Sahib; Surlalpal
Singh, alias Gurlal, (21); and
Jobanpreet Singh, alias
Joban (18) of Naushra
Pannua. Pertinently, Gopi
Numberdar, who was on
bail as he was arrested as a
juvenile, turned 18-yearsold a day after his release on
November 22, 2022, and immediately got in touch with

the foreign-based handlers.
The foreign-based handlers used cut-outs and
dead letter box (DLB) techniques for retrieval of consignment and establishing
contact so that the module
members were assigned
tasks directly by the handlers and were aware of only
their roles. Even the identities of sub-modules remained hidden from other
sub-modules.

‘Vedas and the World Peace’ campaign
launched in over 100 countries: Nishank
New Delhi, Dec 16
(IANS) Former Union Education Minister Ramesh
Pokhriyal Nishank on Friday met President
Droupadi Murmu at
Rashtrapati Bhawan and
informed her that the
‘Vedas and the World
Peace’ campaign has been
launched in more than
100 countries.
On climate change, Dr
Nishank spoke about
‘Sparsh Ganga’ and
‘Sparsh Himalaya Abhiyan’
being run for the conservation of environment.

He also informed the
President about setting up
of a writer’s village in the
honour of national poet,
Padma Bhushan Maithili
Sharan Gupt (Chirgaon
Jhansi) on the occasion of
Amrit Mahotsav of independence, and also invited her
to visit the village.
Nishank said that he apprised the President about
the progress of the writer’s
village located in the Thano
Dehradun.
He also stressed on the
need to promote use of
Hindi language in official

work.
Nishank expressed his
gratitude to the President
and expressed the importance of mother tongue
and mother land. Various
educational
reforms
cosidering mother tongue
and mother land under
National Education Policy
have been declared, he
added.
He praised the inspiring speech delivered by
Honourable President at
the IAS Academy and
Doon University during
her stay in Uttarakhand.

5 youths, 1 girl to relay-swim 1,100-kms Mumbai-Goa return
By Quaid Najmi
Mumbai, Dec 16 (IANS)
Three teens, including a girl,
and three youths will jump
into the Arabian Sea at Gateway of India on December
17 for the world’s longest
relay-swim - 1,100-kms
Mumbai-Goa-Mumbai - and
create a new Guinness
record, the organisers said
here on Friday.
The unique and gruelling adventure sports event
is being held by the VasaiVirar Open Water Sea Swimming Foundation, under the
observation of Para Swimming Federation of India,
said the event coach and
senior sailor of the Indian
Navy, Madan Rai.
“Tomorrow evening,
around 5 pm, Maharashtra
Minister Deepak Kesarkar

will flag off the challenging
event, they will touch the
Fort Aguada in Goa to return, and the relay-swimming spectacle will end on
December 28 after completing 1,100-kms at the Vasai
Fort, Palghar,” an excited Rai
told IANS.
The relay-swimmers taking part in the event are all
master swimmers with several national-international
records hanging on their
swimsuits, he said.
They are: Jiya Rai, 14 and
Dhruven Naik, 17, both of
Mumbai, Raj Patil, 17 of
Raigad, Sampala Shelar, 21
of Pune, Kartik Gugle, 21 and
Rakesh Kadam, 26 both of
Vasai, Palghar, averaging
19.3 years each.
Rai’s daughter, Jiya - the
youngest and sole female
participant - suffers from

autism and received this
year’s Pradhan Mantri
Rashtriya Bal Puraskar
Award, and a string of other

coming upto 5 kms at nights
for safety reasons.
“From Gateway of India,
they will swim to Alibaug,

honours.
Explaining the gritty
challenge, Rai said that each
swimmer will swim an average of six hours, day and
night, remaining upto 7 kms
away from the coast in the
high seas during days and

Raigad on the mainland, traversing through the main
shipping channels, and then
turn right straight to Goa
non-stop, till Fort Aguada.
They will halt briefly at
Miramar Jetty in Goa for restocking supplies and then
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swim without break to return to Gateway of India and
then to Vasai Fort on December 28 morning,” Rai
said.
There will
be huge challenges for the
swimmers in
the Arabian
Sea, one being the constant threats
of jellyfish
bites which
can incapacitate the victim for hours,
other big or gigantic fish or
marine creatures which can
injure the youngsters, the
atmospheric temperatures
dropping to 20 degrees Celsius at night and the water
at a cold 17 degrees Celsius,
plus strong winds and pow-

erful water-currents all
through.
Rai said on an average,
each swimmer will swim for
six hours going and four
hours on the return sojourn,
and each will get their turns
every 30 hours in the waters
during day or night - and all
swimmers have been practicing for the real test since
one year.
“Four safety boats, one
ship with logistics, lifeguards, doctors, cabins, food,
etc will accompany them on
the venture with the Indian
Coast Guard on high alert
for any emergency assistance through MRCC West.
The Indian Navy, ICG,
Mumbai Port Trust, Goa
Government are supporting
the event,” said Rai.
The swimmers will pass
through tiny and pictur-

esque coastal towns like
Kanhoji Angre (Khanderi)
Island, Revdanda, Kashid,
Dighi, Shrivardhan Bay,
Dabhol, Bhudal, Jaigarh,
Ganpatipule, Ratnagiri,
Vijaydurg, Malvan to reach
Fort Aguada in Goa on December 22.
“On successful completion, the attempt will enter
the Guinness Book of World
Record as “World Longest
Open Water Sea Swimming
Relay”, said Rai, immersed in
the last-minute preparations for the event.
The current GWR is held
by an Indian Air Force’ 6men team,‘Sea Hawks’, set in
2015, relay-swimming 1,031
kms, to break a 200-members’ Italian relay-swimming
team’s achievement of 839
kms in 2008.
-IANS
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5 ways to stay safe from financial
frauds during year-end sales

From

Editor’s

Desk
US Fed hikes
rates: Why India
must be mindful

Recent data indicates that the
sharp slowdown in the advanced
economies is already beginning to
impact India’s export and
industrial performance.
Policymakers in India must be
aware of the risks to growth and
macroeconomic stability as they
attempt to steer the economy
through this uncertain period.
On Wednesday, in its last meeting of the calendar
year, the US Federal Reserve raised interest rates by 50
basis points. The federal funds rate now stands at 4.25
to 4.5 per cent.The projections accompanying the policy
statement point towards a strong possibility of another
75 basis points of interest rate hikes over the course of
the next year as the central bank continues its fight
against inflation. This would take the federal funds rate
to 5.1 per cent, up from the earlier expectations of 4.6
per cent. While the quantum of the rate hike in the December meeting was lower — the previous four consecutive rate hikes were of 75 basis points — the tone
of the policy remained hawkish as the central bank
sought to dismiss any doubt over the trajectory of monetary policy. “The historical record cautions strongly
against prematurely loosening policy. We will stay the
course, until the job is done,” noted Fed chairman
Jerome Powell.
Data released a day prior shows that inflation has in
fact moderated, though it continues to remain well
above the central bank’s target of 2 per cent. In November, consumer prices rose at the slowest pace in the last
12 months. Core CPI, which excludes the volatile food
and fuel components, rose 6 per cent in November, easing from 6.3 per cent in October. The sequential monthon-month momentum also suggests a softening of price
pressures in the economy. As per the projections accompanying the policy statement, inflation (as measured by
the price index for personal consumption expenditures)
is expected to fall from 5.6 per cent in 2022 to 3.1 per
cent in 2023. However, the projections on economic
growth andunemployment underline the pain that the
economy is likely to go through during this period. The
economy is now expected to grow only at 0.5 per cent
next year, down from the earlier assessment of 1.2 per
cent, while the unemployment rate has now been
pegged higher at 4.6 per cent in 2023 and is likely to
remain around that level for some time. In his statement,
Powell acknowledged the pain, noting that “reducing
inflation is likely to require a sustained period of belowtrend growth and some softening of labour market
conditions.The revised projections also suggest that the
central bank is, as of now, unlikely to cut interest rates
any time soon. Rates are only expected to start falling in
2024. In fact, in his comments after the statement, Powell
is reported to have said that it is too soon to talk about
cutting rates. India will not be unaffected by tighter global financial conditions and slower growth in advanced
economies such as the US. In fact, recent data indicates
that the sharp slowdown in the advanced economies is
already beginning to impact India’s export and industrial performance. Policymakers in India must thus be
mindful of the risks to growth and macroeconomic stability as they attempt to steer the economy through this
uncertain period.

By IANSlife
New Delhi, Dec 16 (IANSlife) The year-end is just
around the corner, and with that, comes the plethora of
sales from fashion houses and e-commerce websites trying to make our holiday season ready. The year-end
clearance sales and discounts and customers looking
to indulge in some retail therapy give scammers ample
avenues to carry out their fraudulent activities. Here are
five tips from Truecaller on how to stay protected against
financial fraud during the year-end sales:
Be vigilant about suspicious logins and messages
Most shopping and e-commerce websites ask their
users to create an account to access their collection or
place orders. When creating an account, users have to
provide an e-mail address or a phone number on which
they receive updates on the latest offers, the orders they
have placed, and exciting deals they can avail of. These
modes of communication can be incredibly useful for
users to track the orders being placed, as well as their
login activity. Very often, scammers can get access to
account information, log into user accounts, and place
orders using the stored payment options. Being vigilant
about suspicious logins and order messages allows users to be informed when there is suspicious activity, or
when there is an order that they have not placed, which
can then be immediately reported to the support team

of that particular website or to a local
police authority if a monetary transaction has been carried out.
Only browse secure and
authorised websites.
One of the most common tactics
being used by scammers to steal information is by providing a link to a
website that looks similar to a secure
and authorised website, with slight
modifications that are unnoticeable at
first glance.
For example, a scammer may send
an email to a person containing the
logo and link of a commonly used
website about an order they have
placed or a bill that is due. However,
upon inspection, one will easily be
able to notice that the website URLs
often have an additional letter or extension in them, to mimic a look of a
common website. When a user clicks
the link, they are often directed to
phishing websites that ask for payment or personal information, which
is then misused by the scammers. The
easiest way to note whether a website
is secure is by looking at the URL. Authorized websites will usually have a
logo before the 'HTTPS' and will have
the exact name or extension that the
website is known for.

Never share OTPs with others
To combat scammers from using
the payment information of others,
banks all over India have initiated a
two-factor authentication model.
While this has helped combat scams
and misuse of financial information to
a certain extent, it can still be exploited
if a user shares their OTP with others.
It is incredibly important to never
share your One-time password with
anyone and only use it if you are in the
process of placing an order, and on a
trusted website or app. If you have received an OTP that you haven't initiated, it is important to change your
account passwords immediately and
notify your bank about this
unauthorised transaction.
Don't save your payment details
on e-commerce websites for future
use
While you may trust certain commonly used websites or platforms, it
is always advised to never save your
payment details, even if you plan to
purchase products from them in the
future. This is because if a site is compromised in any way, saved cards and
payment information can easily be exploited and accessed by those trying
to gain access to mass information. It

is also important to note that when
you save information on a particular website, they are also stored in
your browser data on your computer or phone, and in the event
that those are compromised, a
scammer or a hacker can easily get
access to this information.
Only pick up calls from verified e-commerce businesses or
trusted numbers
Phone scams have been some
of the most common tactics that
scammers often employ because of
the lack of security systems with regard to telephonic conversations.
Communication platforms like
Truecaller can be a helpful tools in
identifying calls from verified businesses and raising an alarm about
scam calls. While there is no foolproof method of avoiding
scammers and spammers, there are
surely a number of ways in which
users can stay safe from this kind of
practice. Staying safe when shopping online is important for your
own personal and financial safety,
and by adopting these practices,
you can stay away from those who
are trying to compromise millions
of people every year.

US government sues Arizona state over makeshift border wall
Washington, Dec 16 (IANS) The US federal government is taking Arizona and its top officials to
court, demanding the state remove a makeshift
border wall along the Mexico border constructed
of garish shipping containers, but the outgoing
Republican Governor shows no signs of relenting.
The complaint against the Grand Canyon State
was filed by the Justice Department in US District
Court in Arizona on Wednesday, reports Xinhua
news agency. It said the barrier's construction
constitutes trespassing on federal lands and requested the containers be removed and further
placement be halted.
"The State of Arizona ... has entered and occupied lands owned by the US and managed by the
US Bureau of Reclamation, an agency of the .S Department of the Interior, and the US Forest Service,
an agency of the US Department of Agriculture,
without obtaining the required permits or authorization," the 21-page lawsuit read.
"In particular, Arizona has entered Reclamation
and Forest Service lands along the Arizona-Mexico
border and installed -- and continues to install -hundreds of double-stacked multi-ton shipping
containers that damage federal lands, threaten
public safety, and impede the ability of federal
agencies and officials, including law enforcement
personnel, to perform their official duties," it
added.The move has further escalated the fight
between outgoing Arizona Governor Doug Ducey
and President Joe Biden's administration over border enforcement since August.
On August 12, Ducey issued an executive order telling the state's Department of Emergency
and Military Affairs to use shipping containers to
fill 1,000-foot gaps in the border wall along
Arizona's southern border with Mexico near the
city of Yuma. However, Ducey's original scope for
the project has mushroomed significantly.
"Arizona has had enough" with the Biden
administration's "open border policy", Ducey had
claimed in the August statement, adding that "we
can't wait any longer", and that, "the Biden
administration's lack of urgency on border secu-

Is it stress causing
hair fall or hair fall

causing stress?
By Anjali Kochhar
New Delhi, Dec 16 (IANSlife) "I was
someone
who
was
always
complimented for my bouncy hair. But,
now, things have changed. Nobody
appreciates them because of the constant hair fall I have been facing,"
shares a public relation specialist adding that this has become one of the
reasons for her mental stress now.
And there are several stories where
we found how hair fall was related to
the mental health of a person.
"Ok so apparently in the last two
years since I have been working, my
hair density has fallen rapidly. Earlier
the patch covered about 35-40 per
cent of the crown area now it covers
almost 90 per cent. So to be blunt now,
I have the hairs of a late 60s guy while
I am still in my early 20s," shares a guy
working at an IT firm.
While it is believed that stress
causes hair fall, some examples and
studies show that hair fall causes stress
too.
According to studies, significant
hair loss can lead to low self-esteem
and a variety of other mental health
difficulties ranging from stress and
worry to suicidal ideation in extreme
situations.
Hair loss is connected with a
plethora of mental complications since
it is a phenomenon that can affect a
person's self and identity. Hair loss often causes chronic psycho-emotional
and psycho-social stress. This is often
found when combined with other
complications such as depression,
anxiety, personality disorder, among
others.
Through a study conducted by Dr
Debraj Shome, Director of The Esthetic
Clinics, named, 'Iceberg phenomenon
of alopecia associated public health

Editorial

ramifications on the quality of life
among adults in India', it was found
that men and women who have alopecia or hair loss can potentially have a
psychological impact in the form of
stress, anxiety, depression, loss of confidence, low self-esteem, suicidal
thoughts, and social phobia. In a
sample size of around 800 patients
who were all above 18 years of age,
442 were male and 358 were female.
It was noticed based on the data
that between the ages of 18-30 years,
27 per cent of females and 30 per cent
of males reported hair fall problems
that impacted their social life.
"Hair loss has the potential to turn
every day of their life into a "bad hair
day". Several studies have established
an association between dermatological disorders affecting patients' mental health, thereby increasing the
prevalence of psychiatric disorders
among them," says Dr Shome.
Is hair loss affecting your sexual
health?
Not only mental health, but experts believe that hair loss is also related to the sexual health of a person.
According to the study, alopecia
interferes with the sex life of 72 percent of women as compared with 63
per cent of men.
For 73 per cent of women as compared with 61 per cent of men, alopecia posed a problem for the people
they love. Alopecia, however, took a toll
on the professional life of both men
as well as women, it noted.
Anupama Menon, the nutritionist
at The Right Living, says, "Alopecia
areata causes loss in confidence & selfesteem, heightened self-consciousness, and poor sense of body image.
The affected person ends up feeling a
sense of loss or having lost out on

something, men relate to "feeling anxious" while women are reported to
"feeling embarrassed". All of this affects the sex life of the individual as he/
she may feel less desirable or attractive."
Dr Harsiddhi Rathod, Shalby
Multispeciality Hospitals Ahmedabad,
says, "Dihydrotestosterone (DHT), a
type of androgen hormone, can
weaken hair follicles in males by binding to certain receptors on their scalp.
This causes hair loss because the
anagen phase of hair growth is shortened."
Common in men, women and
children!
As per the study conducted by Dr
Shome, though often mistaken to be
primarily a male disease, women are
equally affected by it with devastating
consequences in their day to day life.
The American Hair Loss Association has even recognized it as a serious life-altering condition that can no
longer be ignored by the medical
community and society, especially in
women. Balding or thinning hair can
be more traumatic for women in a society and culture where a bald man
may be socially acceptable but a bald
woman is not with her hair being symbolic of her femininity.
Studies evaluating the psychological features of men and women with
androgenic alopecia found their personalities to be elusive. It was also
noted that as a consequence of hair
loss, men reportedly became more
anxious or aggressive while more
women suffered from depression due
to hair loss affecting their physical appearance.
Several studies have emphasised
the psychological impact of alopecia,
especially among women since they
tend to be more aesthetic oriented.
For centuries, hair has been perceived as the crown of glory

rity is a dereliction of duty".
According to Wednesday's lawsuit,
the federal government has been battling with the state since then to get
the containersv
removed. However, Arizona has
refused to remove the containers and
indicated that it would continue the
project.According to Wednesday's
lawsuit, the federal government has
been battling with the state since then
to get the containersv

removed. However, Arizona has
refused to remove the containers and
indicated that it would continue the
project.
In October, the federal government sent a letter to the state regarding the issue. In response, Arizona filed
a lawsuit days later to protect its temporary barrier.
The US government then filed a
motion last month to dismiss the lawsuit. The court has yet to rule.
The incident has gained national
attention. Demonstrators, who organized the first protest on Nov. 29 and

symbolising youth. Nearly every culture and society across the globe associate luscious healthy-looking hair
with beauty and good health.
Though a physical phenomenon
in itself, alopecia or hair loss can potentially have a psychological impact
in the form of stress, anxiety, depression, loss of confidence,
low esteem, suicidal ideation, and
social phobia.
According to Dr Preeti Singh, Sr.
Consultant of Clinical Psychology,
Chief medical officer, at Lissun, an
online therapy platform, children experience Alopecia Arata too.
"It can have a fairly early onset,
they suffer a lot of ill-treatment by
other children, bullying can manifest
aggressive behaviour, at times delinquent behaviour, poor self-esteem,
withdrawal, social anxiety, among
other symptoms."
Are you having hair loss? What's
the solution?
Alopecia is a known condition. Experts believe that if it is treated right
and on time, there is a strong chance
that it can be reversed. It just needs a
holistic wellness plan based on the
correct diagnosis in many cases to heal
and resurrect.
Taking good care of your hair at
home is important, but it is also equally
important to get the problem checked
by professionals.
Dr Shome notes that in several
countries, including India, getting hair
loss treatment or seeking a cure for
alopecia is still considered an 'elective
procedure', with a considerable surcharge (such as Goods and Services
tax) levied by the government on such
treatments/procedures.
"Governments across the globe
should have a compassionate and
empathetic stance towards this construct; and the first step towards this
would be classifying those with hair
loss as patients and not as consumers,
which would in turn organically annihilate the levying of these taxes on
non-surgical and surgical alopecia related treatments," he adds.
"It is the need of the hour to
recognise the gravity of this issue of
alopecia grappling a large population
across the globe to stimulate necessary private, public, and government
initiatives towards awareness about its
psycho-social impact and mental
wellness."--IANS
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blocked access to the site, gathered
again at a section of the wall near
Yuma.
"What started as a small demonstration has turned into a two-week
standoff," as residents and environmentalists rallied to oppose Ducey's
effort to wall off sections of the USMexico border with shipping containers, NBC reported Tuesday.
"Twenty protesters withstood
freezing temperatures over the weekend to defy the
project," NBC said,
adding, "recently, a
volunteer bought
a Christmas tree
for the protest
site". On Monday,
the Department of
Agriculture and
Department of Interior threatened
legal action regarding the shipping container
barrier.
In response,
Arizona's Office of
the Governor sent
a letter to the Department of Justice Tuesday, saying it
"stands ready to cooperate with the
federal government on construction
of a border wall and always has been".
The three-page note called the
construction "a historic investment by
the Arizona Legislature", adding that
construction of the container barrier
"has ceased" since previous discussions between the entities.
The note continued: "Arizona
agencies and contractors stand ready
to assist in the removal of the barriers,
but the federal government owes it to
Arizonans and all Americans to release

a timeline on when the construction will begin and details about how it will secure
the border while construction
is underway".
Arizona's conflict with the
federal government also drew
pushback from environmental organizations that warned
the containers could endanger wildlife and harm natural
water systems.
The Center for Biological
Diversity said Wednesday it intends to sue the governor's
administration and a state
contractor for allegedly violating federal law by blocking
streams and washes along the
southern border with the
shipping containers."Ducey's
shameful political stunt will
starve the Southwest's last
free-flowing river of water, further jeopardizing one of
Arizona's crown jewels and an
international birding mecca,"
Robin Silver, a co-founder of
the center, said in a
statement.Ducey, a Republican, has two weeks left as governor before Katie Hobbs, a
Democrat, will be sworn in on
January 5, 2023.Hobbs has
said she opposes the border
project, noting "it's a political
stunt". "It's a visual barrier that
is not actually providing an effective barrier to entry, and I
think a waste of taxpayer dollars". Activists protesting the
installation planned to remain
on-site until Hobbs takes office next month.--IANS

Pilibhit fake encounter case: Allahabad HC
sets aside life term of 43 PAC personnel
Lucknow, Dec 16 (IANS) The
Lucknow bench of the Allahabad
High Court has set aside the life
imprisonment awarded by a trial
court to 43 Provincial Armed Constabulary (PAC) personnel in the
1991 Pilibhit fake encounter case,
in which 10 Sikhs were killed after
being branded terrorists.
However, the High Court convicted them under section 304
(Part 1) of the IPC, sentenced them
to seven years' rigorous imprisonment and imposed a fine of Rs
10,000 each.
Section 304 (Part 1) of the Indian Penal Code says if there is intent and knowledge of the crime,
then it will be a
case under it
(this section).
However, if it
is only a case of
knowledge and
not intention to
cause death,
then it would
come under section 304 (Part II) of the IPC.
The special CBI court, Lucknow,
on April 4, 2016, had convicted 47
PAC personnel under Section 302
of the IPC and had awarded life
sentence to them. The personnel
had challenged the trial court's
order in the High Court. During the
pendency of the appeal in the
High Court, four accused had died.
A division bench of Justice
Ramesh Sinha and Justice Saroj
Yadav observed, "The conviction
and sentence of the appellants (43
PAC personnel) under sections
302/120-B, 364/120-B, 365/120-B,
218/120-B, 117/120-B of the IPC by
means of the impugned judgment and order dated April 4,
2016, passed by the trial court are
hereby set-aside."
"However, this court convicts
the appellants under section 304
(Part 1) of the IPC and sentences
them to seven years rigorous imprisonment along with fine of Rs
10,000 (each)," the court added.
The court had completed

hearing of the case on August 29
this year and reserved the order.
The court observed, "It is not the
duty of the police officers to kill the
accused merely because he/she is a
dreaded criminal. Undoubtedly, the
police have to arrest the accused
and put them up for trial."
The court also observed that
there was no animosity between
deceased persons and appellants
(cops) who were public servants.
The court pointed out that the
cops exceeded the power given to
them by law and caused the death
of 10 Sikhs by doing an act which
they thought to be lawful and necessary to discharge their duty. "We
are of the opinion
that the case of appellants (cops)
would be covered
by Exception 3 to
Section 300 of the
IPC," the court said.
It may be recalled that the PAC
personnel stopped
a bus carrying Sikhs on a pilgrimage
on July 12, 1991, in Pilibhit district
of Uttar Pradesh.
The PAC personnel separated 11
male passengers, including a child,
from the female passengers and
killed 10 of them in three different
encounters in Bilsanda, Niuria and
Pooranpur areas in Pilibhit district,
labelling them as terrorists, on the
night of July 12-13, 1991.
The 11th person was a child,
who could not be traced till date.
After investigation, the police
filed a closure report. However, on a
petition, the Supreme Court had ordered a CBI probe into the encounter.
The CBI probe had stated that 57
personnel carried out a fake encounter. During the CBI inquiry, 10
accused had died. The special CBI
court on April 4, 2016, convicted 47
accused and sentenced them to life
imprisonment. All convicts had filed
separate appeals in the high court,
challenging the special CBI court's
order. --IANS
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Reena Kapoor: My dream role would
be like Sivagami from 'Bahubali'

Mumbai, Dec 16 (IANS)
Reena Kapoor is currently
seen playing the role of a
widow, Bhavna in the show
'Aashao Ka Savera...Dheere
Dheere Se'. She opened up
about the kind of role she
is willing to play in the future and how through
her character in the show
she wants to send out a
strong message to
women in society.
She said: "My dream
role would be like
Sivagami from 'Bahubali'
because she possesses
the characteristics of a
powerful, honourable,
and intelligent lady who
is strong and stands up for
her beliefs. She has unparalleled,
overpowering
strength that epitomises
woman power. In contrast to

Bhavna, the character I portray in 'Aashao Ka Savera...
Dheere Dheere Se', experiences problems after losing
her husband since she also
loses her identity and how

society perceives women
like her."
The actress has been
part of the TV shows such as
'Shakti - Astitva Ke Ehsaas

Shilpa Rao: Deepika Padukone
is a vibe in 'Besharam Rang'

Mumbai, Dec 16 (IANS)
The song 'Besharam Rang'
from 'Pathaan' has passed
the vibe check and it is all
because of actress Deepika
Padukone, feels singer
Shilpa Rao, who has lent her
voice for the number.
Rao said: "Deepika is a
whole vibe in Besharam
Rang and the track is addictive because of her! I have
sung many songs for
Deepika: some have been of
romance, some have been
of falling in love, some have
been of finding your true
self, but this one is very different. This one is where she
is confident in her own skin,
she's like taking on the

world as brilliantly as she is
and she (her character in the
film) are embracing the
good and the flaws that she
has!" The singer added:
"Deepika is saying that this
is what I have to offer to the
whole world and I think that
is what I love about the
song. Many women across
the world need to feel really
o matter where we come
from. We need to embrace
our goodness with the flaws
and really celebrate ourselves and that is what I love
about Besharam Rang and
really hope the audiences
love it."The film is set to release on January 25, 2023 in
Hindi, Tamil and Telugu.

Ki', 'Vishnu Puran', 'Jai Ganga
Maiya', and many more.
She added how Bhavna
in the show is different from
Bahubali's Sivagami: "As a
result, both genres place an
equal emphasis on
women,
but
Sivagami's role empowers women, setting a standard for audiences. Well, I surely
hope that I can convey
the message to the audience through my
role. Since the serial's
concept relates to
many women in our
society, I hope the audience loves the show
and relates with my character."
'Aashao Ka Savera...
Dheere Dheere se' airs on
Star Bharat.--IANS

'Bigg Boss 16':
Shalin's ex-wife
Dalljiet pens
heartfelt note for
him
Mumbai, Dec 16 (IANS)
'Bigg Boss 16' contestant
Shalin Bhanot's former wife
and actress Dalljiet Kaur has
penned a heartfelt note for
the actor after seeing a
video of him tearing up after seeing a letter he got
from his family in the show.
Dalljiet
took
to
Instagram to share a video
of Shalin when he's at his
emotional best on receiving
the letter and wrote a heartwarming text to extend her
support.
She wrote, 'Shalin, I've
not seen Bigg Boss for a
long time but came across
this, I wish you well for this
journey ahead. Play fair. Play
with your heart.'
Dalljiet is known for her
work in 'Kulvaddhu', 'Iss
Pyaar Ko Kya Naam Doon?'
and 'Kaala Teeka. She participated in reality shows such
as 'Nach Baliye' and 'Bigg
Boss 13'.While working in
'Kulvaddhu', she met Shalin,
whom she married in 2009.
The couple was blessed
with a son in 2014.
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'Bigg Boss 16': Salman schools Sajid
for playing sly prank on Abdu Rozik
Mumbai, Dec 16 (IANS)
In
the
upcoming
'Shukravaar Ka Vaar' episode
of 'Bigg Boss 16', Bollywood
superstar Salman Khan will
be seen schooling Sajid

Khan over the prank played
on Abdu Rozik and confusing the Tajikstani's feeling
for Nimrit Kaur Ahluwalia.
A promo shows Salman
telling Sajid, "First you make
Abdu carry out such plans
like the birthday message
for Nimrit and then you tell
him to stay away from her.
So I am not able to understand this."
For the unversed, Sajid
suggested Abdu write

'Happy Birthday Nimmi' on
his body to wish Nimrit on
her birthday.
At the same time, when
Abdu requested them to
write 'I love you' on his back,
"I love tatti" was
written on his
back. Salman
told Sajid that
he too, like
many others,
didn't like the
joke. Sajid clarifies that it was
not at Abdu's
expense at all.
Salman tells
Abdu next time
to not tolerate
such jokes.
In the latest episode,
Sajid was seen telling Abdu
that Nimrit is seeing someone, has a boyfriend outside
and he shouldn't have feelings for her. The entire time,
Sajid kept telling Abdu to
stay away from Nimrit and
told her to make him understand that she has a boyfriend. Salman will be seen
talking about that as well in
the upcoming episode.-IANS

Ranveer Singh reveals how he shot scene
of getting electric shock in 'Cirkus'
Mumbai, Dec 16 (IANS)
Bollywood star Ranveer
Singh has opened up about
shooting a scene of getting
an electric shock in the film
'Cirkus'. He shares that the
film director Rohit Shetty
made him do the rehearsals
repeatedly so as to make it
look realistic.
He says: "Rohit Sir made
me rehearse the scene way
before we started shooting,
to perfect the reaction of a
person getting electrified.
We rehearsed so much that
our scenes look very natural
and are not overdone. It is
not a situation where you
can take real-life experience
and perform."
Ranveer made his acting
debut with 'Band Baaja
Baaraat', and later did films
such as 'Lootera', 'Goliyon Ki
Raasleela
Ram-Leela',
'Bajirao Mastani ', 'Simmba',
among others and he also
hosted the TV show 'The Big
Picture'.
He shares further how
he tried his best to bring
perfection to the scene:
"One can't just go and grab

an electric wire to understand the reaction. I have
tried to do it my way and
there are a few special effects added by Rohit Sir to
make it look more real."
'Cirkus' is a comedydrama directed by Rohit
Shetty, with Ranveer Singh
playing the double role.
Ranveer heaps praise on
Rohit's direction and adds:
"Rohit Sir's films are made
for big screens and one can
witness the visual spectacle

*

started his career with modelling and later entered the
entertainment industry. He
was also seen on the reality
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Mumbai, Dec 16
(IANS) Singer Papon has
lent his vocal prowess
for the song 'Sun Zara'
from the upcoming film
'Cirkus'. He said that it is
a beautiful melody
that takes one back
to the 1960s.
'Sun Zara' is a romantic song set in
the tunes of the 60s.
The song is a visual
treat, shot in two different locales.
Papon, talking
about the song, said:
"Sun Zara is a beautiful
melody that takes you
back to the 60s and will
leave you wanting for
more. We have captured
the fun vibe of the romantic songs from that
era. It was a pleasure
voicing a track for the
one and only Ranveer

show 'Lock Upp', hosted by
Bollywood actress Kangana
Ranaut.
Speaking about the concept of the show and said:
"Won't you guys welcome
me to the villa? Last time it
was Silver and Gold villa and
this time it's an interesting
concept. I am here to see
who is genuine and speaking their heart out."
Unlike last season, this
time there are two different
islands on which boys and
girls are staying separately.
Apart from him, former
'Bigg Boss OTT' contestant
and social media influencer
Moose Jattana is also entering the show as a mischief
maker along with Uorfi
Javed.
The dating-based reality
show is hosted by Sunny
Leone and Arjun Bijlani.
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time I made a lot of mistakes
in finding my connection,
but now I know the game."
Born in Delhi, Shivam

through 'Cirkus'.The film will
surely leave everyone in
splits."
Ranveer
Singh,
Jacqueline Fernandes, Pooja
Hegde, Varun Sharma,
Ashwini Kalsekar, Sulbha
Arya, Vrajesh Hirjee, Anil
Charanjeet, Vijay Patkar,
Siddharth Jadhav, Tiku
Talsania, and director Rohit
Shetty will appear on 'The
Kapil Sharma Show' to promote their movie 'Cirkus'.
IANS

Papon's 'Sun Zara' captures the
fun vibe of 60s romantic songs

Shivam Sharma enters 'Splitsvilla
X4', seeks a good connection

Mumbai, Dec 16 (IANS)
Actor and model Shivam
Sharma will be entering the
reality show 'Splitsvilla X4' as
a wild card contestant. He opened up
on how it feels to enter the dating-based
reality show for the
second time as "he
knows the game".
Shivam was also
seen in the 13th season of 'Splitsvilla'. He
has been part of several shows including
'YARO Ka Tashan', 'Elevator Pitch', 'Dil Ko
Phir Se Jeene Ki Hai'
among others.
Shivam shared: "I
am getting another
chance to come on the
show, and this time my only
focus is to find a good and
genuine connection. Last

3

*

Singh."
She added: "This is
the first time I got a
chance to work with DSP,
his music is just magic
and its always a pleasure

to sing with my dear
friend Shreya. The song is
finally out and I can't wait
for the audience's reactions." 'Sun Zara' is the
second song from Rohit
Shetty's directorial mad
comedy 'Cirkus' starring
Ranveer Singh, Pooja
Hegde and Jacqueline
Fernandes.
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Elderly Couple Embroiled In
Divorce, Alimony Battle
A matter related to a senior citizen couple has
been referred to a bench of the Gujarat High Court
after an attempt for mediation failed and both the
parties couldn’t reach a compromise. The 72 year
old man and the 65 year old woman have been
embroiled in a divorce case since 2006.
The man is a medical practitioner. He has sought
divorce and also challenged an order issued by the
Family Court awarding alimony of Rs 20,000 per
month to his wife.
The couple has two married children.The couple
married 41 years ago in 1980 as per Hindu rites. Four
years after their marriage, the couple got into a dispute. The matter reached Gujarat HC in 2017 after
the Family Court rejected the petition filed by the
man seeking divorce and awarded his wife alimony
of Rs 20,000.
During the hearing, the HC asked the couple to
resolve the dispute through mediation. However,
mediation didn’t work out. Now, the parties will contest the case on merits in the HC. This is a rare case
where a senior citizen couple has been involved in
a divorce case.

10 Lakh Flowers, Plants For AMC
Flower Show
Ahmedabad Municipal Corporation’s (AMC)
Flower Show is back after a two-year hiatus. The
tenth edition of the Flower Show will have an exhibition of over 10 lakh flowers and plants including
several varieties of Orchid, Petunia, Lily, Ranunculus
and Dianthus among others.
The Flower Show 2023 will be held for a fortnight from January 1, 2023, onwards at Sabarmati
Riverfront, Event Ground.
Hitesh Barot standing committee chairman said
the Flower Show will be organised for Rs 2.5 crore.
It will be a ticketed event with each ticket costing
Rs 30. School students will have a free entry from 9
AM to 12 PM.
Barot said this time they will ensure that the Atal
Bridge does not have more than 3,000 visitors at a
time.“The show will have several attractions including sculptures made of Heena plants depicting different Olympic games. The show will also have
flower and plant sculptures representing the Azadi
Ka Amrut Mahotsav celebration.
A selfie point and a 200 feet long wall made of
different shades of green will also be displayed,” said
Barot.
The other attractions include Flower Love Gate,
Flower Tree, Flower Fall Pot and sculptures of different flower rolls. Some sculptures will have a wildlife
theme. There will also be a replica of Lord Hanuman
carrying the Sanjivani mountain made of flowers.
Apart from the Flower Show, another popular
event, The Kankaria Carnival will be inaugurated on
December 25 by Gujarat CM Bhupendra Patel.

Two More Held Over Flogging Of
Widow
Amreli police on Thursday arrested two more
accused — Hirji Khatana (42) of Gadkotdi village in
Babra Taluka of Amreli and Yakuben Charoliya (35)
of Pipdiya village in Jasdan Taluka of Rajkot — for
publicly flogging a widow for remarrying after her
husband’s death.
Amreli SP Himkar Singh told Mirror that the
police have now arrested all six accused seen flogging the widow in the video. The accused had also
allegedly shaved off the widow’s hair and threatened her with dire consequences.
Earlier, Amreli police had arrested four accused
— Gughaben Khatana (35), Sonalben Vaghela (25)
from Gadkotdi village, Devraj Vaghela (20) of Gondal
in Rajkot and Lakhuben Khatana (70) of Gadkotdi
village.
The woman’s husband had died about four
years back in a road accident. The woman was left
with four children to fend.

Spreading Divinity Through
Flowers
The month-long Pramukh Swami Maharaj Centenary Celebrations at Pramukh Swami Maharaj
Nagar, offers several varieties of flora. The flora has
been grown and nurtured by the Swamis and BAPS
volunteers. Take the case of Victoria Water Lily with
a 5-feet wide leaf that is strong enough to bear the
weight of a child (up to 30 kg of weight)
The Lily, brought from a nursery in Pune, has
been nurtured at the Nagar for over 40 years. Also
known as Victoria Amazonica, the Lily is found in
the Amazon rainforest in South America.
This exotic plant has been placed in a 20 feet
wide pond near a replica of Delhi Akshardham in
the Nagar.
The site also boasts several other exotic plants.
The Nagar has over 10.35 lakh plants including
herbs, shrubs and trees, which the swamis believe
help add to the divine atmosphere. The Nagar has
a green cover spread over 8.9 acres.

34 SPIPA Candidates Crack UPSC
Mains
As many as 34 candidates who prepared at
Sardar Patel Institute of Public Administration
(SPIPA) for the civil services have cleared UPSC
Mains exam, result of which was declared last week.
Officials at the SPIPA said the institute has reported
a massive increase in the number of students qualifying for the UPSC Mains, compared to 2021. Last
year, around 12 candidates from SPIPA had successfully cleared the interviews, said officials.
The UPSC Mains exam was held in September
2022. Among those who cleared, seven had opted
for Gujarati Literature as an optional subject.
Six candidates opted for Political Science and
International Relations (PSIR), four sociology, two
geography, two Mathematics and two Anthropology. One candidate each opted for Economics,
Medical Science, Philosophy, Public Administration
and psychology, to mention a few.
Candidates who passed UPSC Mains will now
appear for interviews following which the final list
of successful candidates qualifying for the civil services will be announced.

GNLU To Hold CLAT Exam On Dec
18
Gujarat National Law University (GNLU) is set to
conduct CLAT-2023 on December 18 for students
in Gujarat for the Consortium of National Law University. According to GNLU officials, 1,113 students
from the state will appear for the exam at four centres in the state -- Gandhinagar, Surat, Vadodara and
Rajkot.
Officials said Rajkot has been made CLAT centre for the first time. Last year, 1,224 students appeared for CLAT in the state.
An estimated 55,000 candidates have registered
from all over India this year, against 61,000 candidates last year. CLAT is a gateway to the courses in
NLUs and major law colleges.
NLUs have 5-year integrated LLB and one-year
LLM programmes offered by 22 National Law Universities through CLAT.
There are about 1,600 seats in 22 NLUs for their
LLB programmes.

Cabinet Minister for Social Justice & Empowerment and Women & Child Development Bhanuben Babaria
personally visited the Anganwadi located at Gandhinagar Sector 6, got all the information about the facilities available to the children, gave necessary guidance and enjoyed some relaxing moments with the children by having food.

In mid-December, city still waiting
for winter
Ahmedabad : The impact of the low-pressure
area in the Arabian Sea - a
residue from the cyclone
Mandous has driven winter
further away for a few days
or Gujarat.
On Thursday, the minimum temperature in the
city was 20.5c, which was 7.2
degress higher, whereas
maximum temperature at
31.7 degrees was 2.4 degrees higher than normal.
While the city experienced the hottest November in past five years, the
warm winter continued for
the city with maximum temperature not going below

30 degrees for the past fortnight. Against the normal
minimum temperature of
around 13c, the minimum
the city has experienced this
December is 14.6c on December 11. Manorama
Mohanty, head of the India
Meteorological Department
(IMD) Gujarat, said that the
city and the state may expect the weather to change
from Sunday on wards.“The
minimum temperature is
likely to drop by 2-4 degrees
celsius. The light rains in
some part of the state
caused by the low pressure
area are also likely to stop
from Friday,” she said.

there and the bench suddenly fell.
Manthan fell off but the
bench fell on him and hit
him on the head. Some students rushed to the teachers and told them about the
incident.
A school employee took
him out from under the
bench and called an ambulance. The doctor on the
ambulance declared him
dead.
PI KI Jadeja of Viramgam
town police said Manthan’s

Ahmedabad Airport&#39;s big leap
towards greener tomorrow: 15 EV
cars and 6 EV Scooters
commissioned for operations
Ahmedabad, 16 December 2022, Sardar
Vallabhbhai Patel International airport has inducted
11 additional electric cars
and 6 electric scooters as

environmentally sensitive
airport operator, SVPI airport introduced 3 EVs last
year, that are being used as
passenger terminal shuttles.
Adding to this fleet, SVPI air-

Ahmedabad
:
Ahmedabad real estate has
seen two big land deals
worth about Rs 640 crore.
According to sources, a plot
on Iskcon-Ambli Road is
sold at a price of Rs 2.65
lakh per sq yard and the
deal size is around Rs 160
crore.
Another plot in the Science City area of around
20,000 sq yard is sold for
around Rs 480 crore.
Both the plots are on
the high FSI zone of 5.4 and
will have commercial and
residential projects respectively.
The plot in the Science

father, Joruji Algotar, told
police that he did not want
any legal proceedings in the
case.
“He also refused to send
his child’s body for a postmortem and recorded his
statement before police,”
said Jadeja.
Manthan was admitted
to the school only this academic year, after his parents
moved to Viramgam from
their native village, Veji in
Bavla taluka, in search of
work.

port introduced 2 EV cars
replacing traditional fossil
fuel cars two months back.
Now 11 additional EV-cars
will be used for administrative and operational requirements of the airport replacing existing traditional
cars.

Ahmedabad : The Central Bureau of Investigation (CBI) investigating al-

Ahmedabad : On Thursday, a Class 11 student of
Shruti High School at
Bapunagar was beaten so
badly by a teacher that he
had to be admitted to
Shardaben Hospital.
Sources said when the
teacher was told that the
student had forgottten his
notebook at home, he
started beating him.
They said that the
teacher slapped the boy
about 15 times. Sources said
the boy’s parents rushed.

Govt: Covid stalled action against
illegal religious structures
Ahmedabad : The
Gujarat high court on Thursday ordered the state home
secretary to file an affidavit
furnishing details of unauthorized religious structures
on public places and what
action the government has
taken to remove them.
The bench of Chief Justice Arvind Kumar and Justice Ashutosh Shastri
sought the affidavit by January 9 after the state government told the high court
that due to Covid-19 pandemic, it could not take any
action against encroachment on roads in the form
of religious structures after
it filed its last affidavit in
January 2020. On Tuesday,
the HC had asked the government to supply details
about such consturctions
and action taken for their
removal. Amicus curiae
Pitamber Abichandani
brought to the court’s notice the directions issued by
the Supreme Court in this
regard.
The HC has asked, “ The

affidavit will state not only
the number of structures
that have been consturcted
in public places in eight corporations but also in the
entire state. and the government will state on oath what
steps have been taken to
remove religious places illegally constructed in public
in eight corporations but

also in the entire state. and
the government will state
on oath what steps have
been taken to remove religious places illegally constructed on public places.”
The state government earlier told the HC that it found
19,769 illegal religious structures and 14,505 of them
were in district areas.

Venus buys costliest
rights at GIFT City
GIFT City winessing a
growing demand from developers. The Venus Group
has received allotment of
land parcel for its first commercial project in the GIFT
City. According to sources,
the developer has bought
development
rights
through auction and the
price is Rs 1,800 per sq feet,
which makes it the costlies
development right in GIFT
City.
Rajesh Vasvani, the

City area will see the biggest residential iconic
project of the city with a
built-up area of around 20
lakh sq feet.
Sources close to the development said that the
price is around Rs 2.40 lakh
per sq yard and the developer group, which has
some projects in Ognaj,
Shilaj and Zundal areas, has
planned the biggest iconic
residential project on this
plot.
“The developer is planning to construct four towers of 31 storeys each which
will se development of
around 20 lakh sq feet. The

deal is in progress and will
take some months to complete,” said a sources on the
condition of anonymity.
According to real estate
industry sources, IskconAmbli Road plot size is
around 6,000 sq yard and is
owned by a textile businessman.
The plot has been
bought by a leading realty
developer who has developed a number of commercial and residential projects
in western Ahmedabad in
partnership with another
leading group. However,
this plot is bought by one
group only and it will

launch a commercial
project. Sources said that
the sale deed registration
process will be completed
shortly. Praveen Bavadiya,
the former president of
Ahmedabad Realtors’ Association. said, “Iskcon-Ambli
Road has seen a big demand for premium offices
and residential properties.
The stretch has seen an
increaesing interest from
the developer community.
The Science City Road has
emerged as an ideal residential area over the years
following its connectivity
with SG Highway and SP
Ring Road.”

Man kills wife with electric cutter

Ahmedabad : A 53year-ld man slit his wife’s
throat with an electric
cutter and then tried to
commit suicide by slashing his own throat with
the machine in Dehgam,
Gandhinagar, on Thursday afternoon.
According
to
Dehgam police, Dinesh
Chauhan had killed his
wife Geeta, 43, over the
suspicion of an extramarital affair. He has been
admitted to the Civil hospital in critical condition.
Inspector B B Goyal
said Dinesh, an electri-

cian, and Geeta had a dispute in their bedroom
around 1.30pm.
Their two sons and
daughter were asleep in the
children’s room.
“Dinesh and Geeta were
fighting loudly. Then the
children first heard Geeta’s
shout then Dinesh’s scream.
When they rushed to their
parent’s room, they found
Geeta lying in a pool of
blood, bleeding heavily
from her throat,” Goyal said,
adding, Dinesh was lying on
the floor, bleeding too.
Goyal said the electric
cutter with which Dinesh slit

Geeta’s throat was found
there too.The neighbours
rushed to their house on
hearing the children cry
for help. Some of them
called 108 ambulance.
The medical staff declared Geeta dead.
Dinesh was brought
to Civil hospital where he
underwent surgery and
was admitted to the ICU
ward in critical condition.
During primary inquiry, it was found that
Dinesh would frequently
fight with Geeta. “He suspected she was having an
affiar with some man.

CBI probing Rs 20cr scam
case against 4 IPR officials
Class 11 students
hospitalized
after beating by
school teacher

part of continuous efforts
towards carbon neutrality. In
the efforts towards sustainable tomorrow and airport
operators’ commitment to
reduce carbon footprint,
newly introduced electric
vehicles will replace existing
conventional vehicles. As an

have been increasing.
O fficials said against
40,000 odd applications
they usually get in a
month, they have been
receiving an average of
55,000 since January this
year.
With Covid restrictions easing, the number
of students and tourists
travelling abroad has
shot up.
To ensure the process
is smooth and quick, assistant passport officers
have also been authorized
to
clear
applicantions. Sources in
the Regional Passpor t
Office, Ahmedabad, said
that passport offices in
the state have been handling
around
750
applicantion in a day.

Big deals : Builders buy two plots for Rs 640cr

6-year-old killed after
concrete bench falls on him
Ahmedabad : A six-yearold boy from Veji village in
Bavla taluka, a student of
Class I at a school in
Viramgam town, died after a
concrete bench fell on him
when he was having his
lunch on Thursday.
According to Viramgam
police, the deceased,
Manthan Algotar, was having his meal while sitting on
a concrete bench on the
campus of Sheth MJ High
School in Viramgam. Some
children were also playing

Ahmedabad : The
Ahmedabad Regional
Passport office has decided that passport seva
kendras and the post office passpor t seva
kendras will remain
open on December 17.
The RPO stated that
applicants can book new
appointments or reschedule booked appointments for December 17. Appointments
will be available for both
normal and tatkal categories.
Officials said those
wanting fresh appointments can also apply
and will have to submit
the requisite documents.
Sources said this
move is aimed at reducing waiting times. which

chairman of Venus Group,
did not comment about the
price. However, he said,“GIFT
City is the first operational
smart city in India and attracted several national and
international financial institutions, including banks, insurers, broking houses and
stock exchanges, leading to
a jump in office space demand. We are going to
launch a commercial project
which will have around five
lakh sq feet built-up area.

CMYK

leged irregularities of Rs
20 crore at the Institute of
Plasma Research (IPR) in
Bhat area of Gandhinagar
found that the accused
persons three scientific
officers and an accountant - allegedly bought
2,000kg of a superconduc ting mater ial from
South Korea, a countr y
that does not produce it.
The CBI had on December 7 registered an
FIR against senior scientific officer Subrata
Pradhan, the former head
of the Steady State Superconducting Tokomak-1
(SST-1) Mission; his subordinates junior scientific
officers Ananya Kundu
and Prosenjit Santra; and
an accountant named
Hradesh Sharma, for the
irregularities, based on a
complaint filed by IPR di-

rec tor
Shashank
Chaturvedi.
The FIR said that
Pradhan had raised indents for the procurement of strands of niobium-tin alloy, a superconductor, on behalf of
IPR in the 2012-2015 period, through two purchase orders and one
supply agreement.
He procured niobiumtin alloy from various foreign countries.
He later also procured
tools from local companies for the SST-1 Mission,
which were found to be of
low quality and caused
losses to the institute, the
FIR states.
“Pradhan had raised
an indent for procurment
of 2,000kg of the superconducting material from
NFRI (National Fusion Re-

search Institute)of South
Korea, which is not a
manufacturer of any such
items,” the FIR filed with
CBI Gandhinagar reads.
A CBI officer said
Pradhan and the accused
had favoured certain parties from countries such
as South Korea and
Singapore and also some
local business houses in
the procurement.
Mentioning the late
in-charge director of IPR,
Dr Dhiraj Bora and the
then head of accounts
Hradesh Sharma were primar ily
responsible,
caused heavy and wrongful loss to the institute.”
The CBI filed a case of
cheating and criminal
conspiracy under the IPC
and charges under the
Prevention of Corruption
Act.

HCG Cancer Centre, Ahmedabad Launches
Gujarat’s Largest OPD for Head and Neck Cancer
Ahmedabad, Healthcare
Global Enterprises Limited
(HCG), one of India’s leading
Cancer Care providers, today announced the launch
of Gujarat’s first-everlargest
Outpatients Department
(OPD) for Head and Neck
Cancer Care at the HCG Cancer Centre in Ahmedabad.
The OPD was inaugurated
by Mr. Raj Gore, Chief Executive Officer, Healthcare Global Enterprises Limited in
the presence of Dr Bharat
Gadhvi, Dr Kaustubh Patel,
Dr. Rajendra Toprani& Mr.
Sandit Shah from the centre.
Mr. Raj Gore, Chief Executive Officer, Healthcare
Global Enterprises Limited,
speaking at the launch said,
“HCGhas always beenat the
forefront of providing advanced and comprehensive
cancer care for patients by
bringing together the expertise and advanced technologies needed for an effective cancer diagnosis and
treatment under one roof.
Dr Kaustubh Patel, Director-Head & Neck Surgical
Oncologist,HCG Cancer
Centre Ahmedabad said,“In

Head & Neck OPD inaugration by Mr. Raj Gore, CEO
India, Head and Neck Cancer
patients account for 30% of
the total cancer patients,
which is significantly high in
numbers. We are extremely
proud to have launched one
ofIndia’s best and most wellequipped OPD for Head and
Neck cancer. Dr Bharat
Gadhvi,Regional Director,
HCG Group of Hospitals,
Gujarat and Rajasthan said,

“We are proud to have established Gujarat’s largest OPD
with advanced state-of-theart technology and equipment to treat Head and Neck
Cancer patients. This will not
just make Cancer Care accessible to patients in
Ahmedabad but we expect
patients from all over India to
come here for their treatment.”
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N.Korea claims successful
test of new strategic weapon
Seoul, Dec 16 (IANS)
North Korea has successfully conducted a test to
verify the "high-thrust solidfuel motor" features in developing another "new-type
of strategic weapon system", Pyongyang's state
media said on Friday.
"An important institute
under the Academy of Defence Science succeeded in
the static firing test of highthrust solid-fuel motor with
a thrust of 140tf, the first of
its kind in the country, at the
Sohae Satellite Launching
Ground on the morning of
December 15," the North's
official Korean Central News
Agency (KCNA) said in a report.
North Korean leader Kim
Jong-un guided the test, expressing the expectation

that "another new-type of
strategic weapon would be
made in the shortest span
of time", Yonhap News
Agency quoted the report
as saying.The KCNA said the
aim of the test was to "verify
all technical specific features of the high-thrust
solid-fuel motor based on
the thrust vector controlling
technology".
The report added that
the "important test" has
provided a "sure sci-tech
guarantee" for the development of another new-type
strategic weapon system.
Observers said the
North could have tested the
high-thrust engine to advance the technologies for
developing a new solid-fueled intercontinental ballistic missile.--IANS

7 British-Indians win 2022
Young Dentist Award in UK
London, Dec 16 (IANS)
Seven British-Indians have
received the Young Dentist
Award in recognition of
their excellence in dentistry
across the whole of the UK.
The 2022 Dentistry
Awards, feted as 'dentistry's
biggest party', took place
late last month at The
Athena in Leicester.
While Kiran Shankla and

Rohit Keshav Sunil Patel
won from the South East,
Sorabh Patel and Vishal
Patel won from London.
Viraj Patel and Paavan
Chouhan from the North
West and Chetan Sharma
from Midlands won along
with 20 others who were
honoured in the Young Dentist award category.
There were a total of 13
categories in the award, including Dental Laboratory
of the Year, Therapist of the
Year, Young Dentist, Hygien-

ist of the Year, Dental Nurse
of the Year, and more.
To be considered for the
award, the young dentists
had to give 750-word answers to a list of questions,
provide supporting evidence of their work and
their participation in the local community. "It's amazing
to be recognised at such a
high level. All the hard work
and sacrifices made
over nine years came
down to this one moment," Kiran Shankla,
who works at Wood
Lane Dentistry in Berkshire, told Henley Standard. Shankla, 32,
graduated from the
University of Birmingham. Her areas of interest are minimally invasive dentistry, treating
young children and cosmetic dentistry. "When the
awards first started 22 years
ago there were just five entries. This year there were
over 900 entries," said James
Goolnik, founder of Bow
Lane dental group, and one
of the long-standing judges
of the awards. Goolnik
noted that the awardees via
their practices are giving
back more to their local
communities,
and
emphasising more on team
approach and training.

US House passes bill for vote on
Puerto Rico's status
Washington, Dec 16 (IANS) The US House of Representatives passed legislation that would set a vote
on Puerto Rico's political status.
The bill -- titled the Puerto Rico Status Act -- went
through the House in a 233-191 vote on Thursday,
Xinhua news agency reported. The measure, if enacted, would schedule a vote on a binding referendum for Puerto Ricans to choose among statehood,
independence, and independence with free association.The legislation faces unlikely odds in the US Senate where at least 60 votes are needed to have it
approved.A Caribbean island, Puerto Rico is an unincorporated US territory with more than 3 million
residents.

2 dead, dozens trapped in
Malaysian landslide

RICHARD KAY: Today, the remnants of royal dignity and mystique were shredded before our eyes in a
bout of score-settling that was as ruthless as it was merciless. The trailers for the Harry & Meghan Netflix
series, with their sly digs about 'scapegoating' and 'negative briefing', had been no preparation for the way
the prince set about dismantling both his brother's and his father's reputations. William was portrayed as a
bully who had screamed and shouted at Harry when they met to discuss the Sussexes' exit from royal life.
Harry also accused his father, the then Prince of Wales, a fundamentally honest man, not only of lying but
also conniving in the leaking of information about his own son. These are the gravest charges to have come
out of Harry's mouth in the three years of this unedifying royal soap opera, and it is hard to see how there
can ever be a way back for him and his wife.

World not 'stupid' when it comes to recognising
Pak as 'epicentre' of terrorism: Jaishankar
By Arul Louis
United Nations, Dec 16
(IANS) "The world is not stupid, the world is not forgetful" when it comes to
recognising Pakistan as the
"epicentre" of terrorism,
India's External Affairs Minister S. Jaishankar has said.
Pakistan, therefore, has
to clean up its act and take
up the global agenda of development instead of terrorism, he said on Thursday at
a news conference outside
the UN Security Council
chamber where he had just
wrapped up a special session that heard briefings on
counterterrorism.
Responding to a question from a Pakistani TV journalist about how long
would it take for terrorism to
end in South Asia,
Jaishankar said: "You're asking the wrong Minister!"
"It is the minister of Pakistan who will tell you how
long Pakistan intends to
practice terrorism," he said.
Pakistan cannot confuse

anyone any longer because
"people have figured it out"
that is the "epicentre" of terrorism, the Minister added.
"So my advice is, please
clean up your
act to be a
g o o d
neighbour.
Please try
and contribute to what
the rest of the
world is trying
to do, which is
economic
growth, development."
Jaishankar added that
he hoped to get this message across through the
journalist's TV channel.
Asked about Pakistani
Interior Minister Rana
Sanaullah preparing a dos-

Blizzards, gales and heavy rain will cause widespread chaos across the UK
well into the weekend, the Met Office have warned - as up to four inches of snow
could fall in just two hours today. The extreme weather across most of England
and Scotland could lead to rural communities being cut off, homes being left without electricity and vehicles being left stranded on snow-covered roads. Drivers
will face difficulties from this morning as an earlier warning for snow and ice
comes into place in central and southern Scotland and the northeast of England.

Austria's economy expected
to face stagnation in 2023
jected to grow by only 0.3
per cent in 2023, Xinhua
news agency quoted the
WIFO as saying in a report.
The institute said that
Austria's economy is expected to "decline noticeably" this winter as "persistently high energy prices,
strong price dynamics and
uncertainty about future

developments are depressing sentiment".Although
Austria's economic outlook
is expected to pick up from
the spring of 2023 as uncertainty recedes and the
energy crisis gradually
eases, the country will fail
to register significant economic growth next year,
according to WIFO.

Indian-American surgeon gets
5-years jail for accepting bribes
New York, Dec 16 (IANS)
An Indian-American neurosurgeon has been sentenced to 60 months in federal prison for accepting approximately $3.3 million in
bribes for performing spinal
surgeries.
Lokesh S. Tantuwaya, 55,
of San Diego, California, performed surgeries at a nowdefunct hospital in Long
Beach.
He was sentenced by US
District Judge Josephine L
Staton, who also ordered
him to forfeit his ill-gotten
gains of $3.3 million, a Department of Justice statement noted.
Tantuwaya pleaded
guilty on September 1 to
one count of conspiracy to
commit honest services

mail and wire fraud and to
receive illegal payments for
health care referrals.
He has been in federal
custody since May 2021 after he was found to have

violated the terms of his pretrial release.
From 2010 to 2013, he
accepted money from
Michael Drobot, who owned
Pacific Hospital in Long
Beach, in exchange for

Tantuwaya performing spinal surgeries at that hospital.
The bribe amount varied
depending on the type of
spinal surgery.
Pacific
Hospital
specialised in spinal and orthopedic procedures, and its
owner Drobot was sentenced to 63 months in
prison in 2018 for his crimes
in this scheme.
Drobot conspired with
doctors, chiropractors and
marketers to pay kickbacks
and bribes in return for the
referral of thousands of patients to Pacific Hospital for
spinal surgeries and other
medical services paid for
primarily through the California workers' compensation system.

sier on what he called India's
involvement in terrorism,
Jaishankar said it is ironic he
should be making the claim.
It is because about a
decade ago
when Rana
was a Minister,
Hillary Clinton
who was visiting Pakistan
warned him
about terrorism and said
that if you have
snakes in your
backyard, you can't expect
them to bite only your
neighbours because eventually, they will bite the
people who keep them,
Jaishankar said.
But Pakistan is not good
at taking advice, he added.

At the time of the visit by
Clinton who was then US
Secretary of State, Rana was
Law Minister of the Punjab
province.
Jaishankar said that at
the end of Thursday's meeting, the Council adopted a
presidential statement that
affirmed that any act of terrorism or crime is unjustifiable regardless of the motivation and who committed
it. The statement also stated
that "terrorism in all its
forms and manifestations
constitutes the most serious
threats to international
peace and security", he said.
A presidential statement
is adopted by consensus
and although it does not
have the power of enforcement like a resolution, it carries moral authority.

Indian domestic help admits to
slapping, pinching toddler in S'pore
Singapore, Dec 16 (IANS)
An Indian domestic help in
Singapore pleaded guilty to
abusing by repeatedly slapping and pinching her
employer's three-year-old
daughter.
The 39-year-old, who
could not be named owing
to a gag order to protect the
victim's identity, told investigators that she committed
the offences as she "felt tired
of working", The Straits
Times reported.
The Indian national
pleaded guilty on Thursday
to two counts of ill-treating
the child -- offences under
Children and Young Persons
Act.
"When the (mother)

Vienna, Dec 16 (IANS)
The Austrian Institute of
Economic Research (WIFO)
said that it expects the
country's economy to stagnate next year amid the ongoing energy crisis and the
global economic downturn.
Austria's gross domestic product (GDP) is pro-
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asked the accused about
the bruises, the accused responded that she did not
know how the victim had
got the bruises and that she
had not noticed them before," Deputy Public Prosecutor Alexandria Shamini
Joseph was quoted as saying by the daily.
"Thinking that the victim
might have got the bruises
during her playtime, the
(mother) did not pursue the
matter further," Joseph informed the court.
The mother of the victim
hired the domestic help in
July 2020, and by mid-2021
she started noticing bruises
on her daughter's cheeks.
In January this year, the

mother spotted a bruise on
her daughter's back and
suspected that the child
could have been abused at
the pre-school.
After the school principal denied, she checked
CCT V recordings of her
home, which showed the
worker repeatedly abusing
her daughter.
The maid had pinched
the girl's stomach while she
was drinking milk. The CCTV
footage showed the child
screaming and crying.
Among many other acts
of abuse, she also slapped
the child and pressed on her
face, apart from repeatedly
pinching the toddler's chest
and arms.

Aid access to Ethiopia's Tigray
continues to open up: Un

United Nations, Dec 16
(IANS) Aid access to the
Tigray region of Ethiopia has
been gradually opening up
since fighting ended early
last month, UN humanitarians said.
The UN Office for the
Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA) said food
and other supplies are being transported into Tigray
through four corridors in the
neighbouring Afar and
Amhara regions, reports
Xinhua news agency.
"Between November 15
and December 8, the government of Ethiopia and our
partners have mobilised

more than 1,600 trucks to
deliver more than 63,800
metric tonnes of food and
more than 4,000 metric
tonnes of health, shelter,
education, protection supplies, as well as water, sanitation and hygiene supplies," said the office.
Nutrition and health
supply airlifts and passenger flights for much-needed
personnel are scaling up the
relief response. On December 9, the first road convoy
for humanitarian staff from
Mekelle to Shire, within
Tigray, occurred and continues, it said.
"Given the scale of the

needs and the previous interruptions to aid, we need
to ensure these deliveries
are sustained at scale."
Work on restoring electric power and telecommunications is underway. Electricity, telephone and
internet service was restored in Axum and Shire
towns and elsewhere. This
has a positive impact on
humanitarian operations
and communities. But further progress is needed on
the resumption of basic services for the population,
OCHA said.

Kuala Lumpur, Dec 16 (IANS) At least two people
have been killed and dozens are trapped in a landslide that happened in Malaysia's Selangor state at
around 2:00 a.m. local time on Friday, according to
the Selangor Fire and Rescue Department.
The landslide occurred at a popular campsite in
the area, department head Norazam Khamis was
quoted by local media as saying, Xinhua news
agency reported.
Firefighters began arriving at the scene at about
3:00 am after receiving a distress call at 2:24 am local time, according to Malaysian national news
agency Bernama.Norazam said 37 people have been
rescued, and search and rescue efforts are underway
for the remaining people believed to be still trapped
in the area, with at least 12 teams searching for
survivors.Earlier, it was estimated that 100 victims
were possibly trapped under the rubble.

EU approves ninth sanctions
package against Russia
Brussels, Dec 16 (IANS) European leaders gave
their seal of approval to the ninth package of sanctions against Russia following a summit here.
The European Council said in its final declaration
of the summit that the leaders had discussed how
to further increase collective pressure on Russia to
end its military operation and to withdraw its troops
from Ukraine, Xinhua news agency reported.
They said they welcomed the reinforcement of
European Union (EU) restrictive measures against
Russia, including through the EU's ninth package of
restrictive measures and the international oil price
cap, while ensuring a global level playing field.
"The European Union stands ready to continue
to reinforce the restrictive measures. The European
Council underlines the importance of ensuring effective implementation and preventing circumvention and its facilitation," the leaders said in the conclusions of the meeting.An 18-billion-euro ($19.1
billion) package of financial aid to help Ukraine was
also on the agenda, but the matter was not
greenlighted by the leaders.

US govt releases new group of
JFK assassination documents
Washington, Dec 16 (IANS) The US government
released a new group of records related to the assassination of former President John F. Kennedy
(JFK).
The National Archives posted more than 13,000
documents containing newly released information
subject to legislation passed by Congress in 1992,
Xinhua news agency reported.
With Thursday's release, over 97 per cent of documents in the JFK Assassination Records Collection
are available, according to the federal agency.
US President Joe Biden said in a memo on Thursday that all information in records concerning the
assassination should be disclosed "except when the
strongest possible reasons counsel otherwise."
"The profound national tragedy of President
Kennedy's assassination continues to resonate in
American history and in the memories of so many
Americans who were alive on that terrible day," the
memo read.

Damage detected on shell of
Russian spacecraft docked to
ISS
Moscow, Dec 16 (IANS) Astronauts found damage to the outer skin of the instrument-assembly
compartment of the Russian spacecraft Soyuz MS22 that is docked to the International Space Station
(ISS).The crew on Thursday reported that the warning device of the spaceship's diagnostic system went
off, indicating a pressure drop in the cooling system,
Xinhua news agency reported, citing a statement by
Russia's state space corporation Roscosmos.
After a visual inspection confirmed the leak, the
planned extravehicular activities by crew members
of the Russian segment of the ISS, Sergei Prokopyev
and Dmitry Petelin, were canceled, it said.
Russian cosmonaut Anna Kikina, using a camera
on a manipulator mounted on the Nauka multifunctional laboratory module, photographed and filmed
the outer surface of the Soyuz MS-22 and transmitted the data back to Earth for study.
Currently, all systems of the ISS and the spaceship are operating normally and the crew is safe,
Roscosmos said, adding that a decision will be made
on further actions after specialists analyze the
situation.The Soyuz MS-22 manned spacecraft
blasted off from the Baikonur cosmodrome in
Kazakhstan on September 21, taking Prokopyev,
Petelin and a NASA astronaut to the ISS for a sixmonth stay in orbit.

European Central Bank
hikes rates by 50 bps
Frankfurt, Dec 16 (IANS)
The European Central Bank
(ECB) has raised its key interest rates by 50 basis points
(bps) and explicitly committed to further hikes to tame
rampant inflation in the
eurozone.
The interest rates on the
main refinancing operations, the marginal lending
facility and the deposit facility will be increased to 2.5
per cent, 2.75 per cent and
2 per cent, respectively, with
effect from December 21,
Xinhua news agency
quoted the bank as saying
in a statement.
The inflation outlook,
which has been revised substantially higher, has been
the main reason behind the
ECB's move.Interest rates

would have to "rise significantly at a steady pace", the
bank said.
After the revision, the
Eurosystem staff forecast
that inflation in the
eurozone would reach 8.4
per cent in 2022, 6.3 per cent
in 2023, 3.4 per cent in 2024
and 2.3 per cent in 2025.
Inflation in the eurozone
dropped slightly to 10 per
cent in November. Price
pressures remain strong
across sectors as energy
costs stay at high levels, the
bank said.Justifying its decisions, the ECB said that raising rates would reduce inflation by dampening demand
over time and guard against
the risk of a persistent upward shift in inflation expectations.--IANS

CMYK

EXCLUSIVE: Ten years ago today, Jyoti Singh was on the way home from the
cinema when she was dragged to the back of a bus in New Delhi and gangraped by six men in a case that sent shockwaves through India. Jyoti, bruised
and bloodied, was dumped on the side of a street after an hour of horrific abuse,
with the men at one point raping her with an iron pole. The 23-year-old medical student, who dreamed of helping the most vulnerable in India access
healthcare, was rushed to hospital where medics were horrified to see the extent of her 'horrific' injuries and tried in vain to save her. Dr Mahesh Misra, one
of the doctors who treated Jyoti, said in his 52 years as a medic, he had never
witnessed such 'gruesome and unbelievable injuries'

Sport
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FIFA World Cup:
Poland's
Marciniak to
referee final
between
Argentina and
France

No Spain, but LaLiga well
represented in FIFA World Cup
final
Doha, Dec 16 (IANS) The Spanish football team
may have flown home after losing to Morocco in a
penalty shootout in the last 16 but the Spanish football league is still going to be well-represented in
Sunday's World Cup final between France and Argentina.
Fifteen of the 52 players in the France and Argentina squads currently ply their trade in La Liga,
with that rising to 16 if we count Real Madrid striker
Karim Benzema, who flew back to Spain with a
muscle injury but was never replaced in the French
squad by coach Didier Deschamps.
Atletico Madrid may not be having the best of
seasons, but they are the most represented club
with Antoine Griezmann, Rodrigo de Paul, Angel
Correa and Nahuel Molina all at Atletico, reports
Xinhua.

Fernando Santos steps down as
Portugal head coach after World
Cup disappointment

SIMON JONES: Qatar has provided a stage for underdogs and emerging young stars to captivate the world, with Azzedine Ounahi
(second left) in particular catching the eye for Morocco. Sportsmail looks at 10 players Premier League clubs will be sniffing around in
January. They include Holland forward Cody Gakpo (centre) who has emerged as Manchester United's No 1 target to replace Cristiano
Ronaldo, highly-rated Croatia defender Josko Gvardiol (far left) who is wanted by Chelsea, Ounahi's midfielder partner for Morocco
Sofyan Amrabat (second right), and Argentina's Benfica midfielder Enzo Fernandez (far right).

Lisbon, Dec 16 (IANS) Fernando Santos has
stepped down as the head coach of Portugal following their disappointing 2022 FIFA World Cup
exit.The 68-year-old leaves after Portugal' shock 10 quarter-final defeat to Morocco at the World Cup
in Qatar.Santos spent eight years in charge of Portugal, guiding the team to victory at two international competitions for the first time: Euro 2016 in
France, and the inaugural Uefa Nations League in
2019.
"The Portuguese Football Federation and
Fernando Santos agreed to end the highly successful journey that began in September 2014", the Portuguese Football Association (FPF) said in a statement on Thursday night.

Kane Williamson took Blackcaps to
unprecedented success: Brendon McCullum

1st Test, Day 3: Kuldeep bags
five-for as India bowl out
Bangladesh for 150, take
massive 254-run lead
Chattogram, Dec 16 (IANS) Left-arm wrist-spinner Kuldeep Yadav picked a five-for (5/40) as India
bowled out Bangladesh for 150 in their first innings,
taking a massive 254-run lead on Day 3 of the first
Test, here on Friday.
After wrapping up Bangladesh's innings within
45 minutes of day three, India chose not to enforce
the follow-on, and have decided to bat again, which
became evident when captain KL Rahul started
sprinting back once Bangladesh's last wicket fell.
Resuming from 133/8, Ebadot Hossain and
Mehidy Hasan Miraz hit a boundary each off
Mohammed Siraj and Kuldeep Yadav. India had a
breakthrough in Kuldeep's next over, when he got
one to spin past Ebadot's flick and took the faint
edge behind to Rishabh Pant, who completed a
sharp catch down leg.Ebadot's dismissal gave
Kuldeep his third five-wicket haul in Test cricket, and
made him the first Indian bowler to take a fifer at
Zahur Ahmed Chowdhury Stadium. Seven overs
later, Mehidy was stumped by Pant off Axar Patel to
end Bangladesh's innings, where only two batters - Mehidy and Mushfiqur Rahim -- were able to bat
for more than 50 deliveries.

New Delhi, Dec 16 (IANS)
Former New Zealand captain Brendon McCullum has
lauded Kane Williamson for
taking the side to unprecedented success in Test
cricket and believes that the
right-handed batter has left
the team in a better position
than what it was under his
time as skipper.
On Thursday, Williamson
stepped down as Test captain of the New Zealand
team, bringing the end to
his time in the role for six
years, when he took over
from McCullum in 2016.
Under Williamson, New
Zealand played in 40 Tests,
winning 22, drawing eight
and losing 10 matches (also
two ending as no-result)
and took the team to winning inaugural World Test

Championship ( WTC) in
Southampton in June 2021.
"He took the Blackcaps
to unprecedented success,
he brought so much consistency of high performance
(in) that side, right throughout all forms of the game
he's achieved so much," said
McCullum on SENZ Mornings radio show.
"He's done it in such an
understated kind of a Kane
Williamson, relaxed manner
and I think he's been able to
inspire fans not just from
New Zealand to play cricket
but also around the world
there's lots of people who
consider Kane Williamson's
Blackcaps side as their second favourite team because
of how they carry themselves and what they
achieve."He's left the cap in

a much better place, or the
blazer as it is, when it comes
to the New Zealand captaincy position. He's left the
blazer in a better position
than he found it, which was
obviously off me. He's done
a remarkable job and I look
forward to sitting down
with him at some stage and
opening a nice bottle of
wine and toasting to everything that he's achieved," he
added.
Though McCullum admitted to being surprised
over Williamson leaving Test
captaincy, he explained why
the Tauranga-based batter
stepped away from the role,
with veteran pacer Tim
Southee now appointed as
the New Zealand skipper in
Tests."I didn't think Kane
was ready to step away just
yet even though there'd
been a couple of conversations recently. He sort of was
trying to work out how to
relax his workload a little bit.
But I guess there's two
parts to it: one is I think Tim
Southee will do a fabulous
job and he'll get all the support in the world from Kane
as a foot soldier now, just as
Tim gave everything that he
could as a foot soldier to
Kane in his captaincy.

Captain Cummins returns as Australia name
playing XI for first Test against South Africa
Brisbane, Dec 16 (IANS)
After recovering from a quad
injury, Australia skipper Pat
Cummins on Friday confirmed his return as hosts
announced their playing XI
for the first Test of the threematch series against South
Africa, beginning at the
Gabba on Saturday.
The fast bowler takes the
reins back from Steve Smith
who led the side in the second Test against the West
Indies
in
Cummins'
absence.With
Josh

Hazlewood having already
been ruled out with a side
strain, Scott Boland keeps his
spot in the side and Michael
Neser is the man to make
captain.The batting order remains unchanged, with the
opening pair of Usman
Khawaja and David Warner
backed
by
Marnus
Labuschagne and Steve
Smith. Travis Head and
Cameron Green slot in at
No.5 and No.6, while wicketkeeper Alex Carey retains his
spot.

Doha, Dec 16 (IANS) Polish
referee
Szymon
Marciniak will make history
as the first man from his
country to take charge of a
FIFA World Cup final when
France meet Argentina at
Lusail Stadium on Sunday.
Marciniak, who oversaw
France's group-stage victory
over
Denmark
and
Argentina's Round of 16 defeat of Australia, will be assisted by compatriots Pawel
Sokolnicki and Tomasz
Listkiewicz for the hotly-anticipated contest.
The 41-year-old has extensive UEFA Champions
League experience and was
in the middle for Liverpool's
first-leg semi-final victory
over Villarreal last season.
Marciniak additionally refereed three matches at the
2016 UEFA EURO. Meanwhile, Abdulrahman Al
Jassim of Qatar will officiate
the play-off for third place
between Morocco and
Croatia at Khalifa International Stadium on Saturday.
The 35-year-old was referee for USA and Wales' 1-1
group stage draw on the
tournament's second day.
He oversaw the FIFA Club
World Cup final between
Liverpool and Flamengo in
December 2019.

1st Test, Day 3: India lead by 290 runs after
Kuldeep's five-for bowls out Bangladesh for 150
Chattogram, Dec 16
(IANS) India ended the first
session on day three of first
Test against Bangladesh
with a lead of 290 runs at the
Zahur Ahmed Chowdhury
Stadium, here on Friday.
After Kuldeep Yadav
completed his third five-for
in the eighth Test match and
India
bowled
out
Bangladesh for just 150, captain KL Rahul (20 not out)
and Shubman Gill (15 not
out) took the visitors' to 36/
0 in the first 15 overs of second innings.Rahul got off
the mark with a beautiful
drive through cover off

Khaled Ahmed, before being cautious alongside Gill,
who was being troubled by
left-arm spinner Taijul Islam.
He even had Gill trapped
lbw in the fourth over, but
didn't get his scalp as review
showed the ball would miss
the leg-stump.
As Gill continued to be
more watchful, Rahul finally
got some loose deliveries off
Mehidy Hasan Miraz in the
final over before lunch, leaning into a drive on a full and
wide delivery through backward point. When Mehidy
again gave width, Rahul was
quick to go on backfoot and

cut fiercely through the
same region.
Bangladesh missed the
services of quick bowler
Ebadot Hossain, who didn't
take the field due to back
spasms and with captain
Shakib Al Hasan not bowling due to his niggles
around ribs and shoulder.
The pitch didn't show any
signs of playing tricks, but
could soon show some of
them post-lunch.Previously
in the morning, India took a
massive 254-run lead,
thanks to Kuldeep's fifer and
chose not to enforce the follow-on.

Business &Technology

Vidyamandir Classes releases dates of its
biggest incentive test of the year – VINit
Ahmedabad : In pursuit
of rewarding good students
across the world towards
academic growth and endorsing them with incentives, Vidyamandir Classes
(VMC), the Apex Institute of
the Country and an Epicenter for the preparation of JEE
(Main & Advanced), NEET,
Boards, INSPIRE-KVPY, NTSE
& Olympiads, has announced the dates to conduct its International Incentive Test, which will be held
on 18th, 24th & 25th December 2022.
“Building a solid foundation of scientific and technical knowledge and thus to
prepare competent and
motivated engineers and
doctors is the primary
motto of Vidyamandir
Classes. VMC International
Incentive Test (VIN IT) is targeted to provide an early
start advantage to students
so that they get more time
to adapt to the quantum
leap in the level of difficulty
with ease. The emphasis on
our courses will enable stu-

dents to imbibe the fundamental concepts of Physics,
Chemistry & Mathematics/
Biology and on sharpening
their analytical skills and
parallel thinking process,
thus enabling to creatively
solve complex and tricky
problems by mere application of basic concepts,” said
Mr. Saurabh Kumar, Academics
Director,
Vidyamandir Classes.
“Understanding students’ academic needs at
different stages of their
preparation has been the
guiding force behind the
teaching methodology at
VMC. It is also the secret behind the success of our students in various National
and International Level exams. VMC facilitates classes
from highly experienced
faculty with minimum experience of 10 years in the field
of preparing students for
competitive exams like JEE
and NEET,” said Mr. Brij
Mohan,
Co-Founder,
Vidyamandir Classes.
This is one-of-a-kind Ad-

TKM Announces the Inauguration of
first Regional Stockyard in N. India
Bangalore, In line with its Customer-First philosophy of
enabling easy access to world-class products and services
to its customers, Toyota Kirloskar Motor (TKM) today announced the inauguration of its first regional stockyard at
Faruknagar in Haryana.
Ensuring a leaner and efficient distribution network
across the region, the strategically located stockyard will
reduce delivery time from the current 6-8 days to a maximum of two days for dealers in Punjab, Haryana, Rajasthan,
Uttar Pradesh, Himachal Pradesh, Uttaranchal and Jammu
& Kashmir.This development by TKM will also benefit customers in the region who will now have speedier access to
their favourite Toyota vehicles as a regional stockyard will
ensure deliveries in the shortest possible time to dealers,
considering proximity and availability to vast stock of all
Toyota vehicles.
The five-acre stockyard which has a parking capacity
of 900 vehicles,is the second such for TKM, following the
launch of its first regional stockyard in Guwahati in 2020.
The regional stock yard I Guwahati has majorly benefitted
the dealers and customersin the North-eastern region of
India. Commenting on the inauguration, Mr. V.
WiselineSigamani, General Manager, TKM, said, “We are
elated to announce the inauguration of our first regional
stockyard in Haryana. The Northern part of India is a very
important market for us and the strategic location at
Faruknagar, will further enable us to cater to the customer
base in this market with ease, keeping our objective of customer-first approach.

mission-cum-Scholarship
Test that has got tremendous response not just in
India but internationally
also. This test aims to help
students realize their potential, conceptual strength &
weaknesses while also helping them brace for various
competitive & scholastic exams. Under the banner
name of VIN IT, this test is an
opportunity for the students to WIN BIG. On qualifying, students will get the
opportunity to WIN, Cash
Incentives & Fee Concessions up to 205 Crores*,
Rapid Revision Classes for
the Current studying Class,
chance to enroll in your preferred VMC Classroom /
Online Program and get set
to realize your dream of becoming an Engineer or a
Doctor, Mentorship under
India’s Leading Faculty including VMC Founders & Experts and Scientifically designed Free Practice Tests,
Mock Board Tests, extensive
E-study Material for the current class

Re’euil brings home award for
best Sunscreen at Nykaa
Femina Beauty Awards 2022

Mumbai, Re’equil India Private Limited’s sunscreen
– Re’equil Ultra Matte Dry Touch Sunscreen Gel SPF
50 PA++++ UVA emerged winner of the Nykaa Femina
Beauty Awards (NFBA) 2022 in the Skin- Sunscreen
category.
Commenting on the win,Vipul Gupta, Founder and
Director, Re'equil India Private Limited said, “Grateful
to all the consumers for trusting their skincare with
Re'equil. We are committed to offering effective
cosmeceutical solutions and are truly humbled by this
recognition.” Over thousands of patrons voted for
their favorite product followed by a judging panel
comprising Falguni Nayar, Founder and CEO of Nykaa;
Ambika Muttoo, Editor in Chief, Femina; Malaika Arora,
Actor; Sandhya Sekar, Makeup Artist; Dr. Jaishree
Sharad, Celebrity Dermatologist; Sushant Divgikar, Pop
culture, LGBTQIA+ Icon; Rahul Jhangiani, Photographer and Juhi Godambe Jain, Content Creator who
carefully tested every product to select the winners
of Nykaa Femina Beauty Awards 2022.
88% of Re’equil Ultra Matte Sunscreen’s consumers have vouched for its efficacy and have rated it 4
star and above. It’s a clinically tested gel-based formulation. It is non-greasy and leaves behind no white
cast making it optimal sun shield for all weathers. It is
a perfect pick for people across various walks of life
due to its water/sweat resistance property. Being noncomedogenic in nature, it feels light on skin and keeps
skin pores healthy. Suited for all skin types not only
does it help avoid pigmentation but also helps prevent early signs of skin ageing.

Isuzu Motors India to roll-out ‘ISUZU
I-Care Winter Camp’ across India
Mumbai, In a constant
endeavour to reaffirm
ISUZU’s commitment to
provide the best service
and ownership experience, Isuzu Motors India
will be conducting a nation-wide ‘ISUZU I-Care
Winter Camp’ for its range
of ISUZU D-MAX Pick-ups
and SUVs.
This service camp is
aimed at offering customers exciting benefits and
preventive maintenance
checks for a hassle-free
driving experience during the season across the
country.
An initiative of ‘ISUZU
Care’, the Winter camp will
be organised across all
ISUZU authorised dealer
service outlets, between
16th to 31st December,
2022 (both days inclusive). During this period,

customers can also avail
special offers & benefits
for their vehicles.
The ISUZU I-Care
Winter Camp will be
organised
at
all
authorised service facilities of ISUZU located in
Ahmedabad, Baramulla,
Bengaluru, Bimavaram,
Bhuj, Calicut, Chennai,
Coimbatore,
Delhi,
Dimapur, Gandhidham,
Gorakhpur, Gurugram,
Guwahati, Hyderabad,
Indore, Jaipur, Jalandhar,
Jammu, Jodhpur, Kochi,
Kolkata,
Kurnool,
Lucknow,
Madurai,
Mangalore, Mehsana,
Mohali, Mumbai, Nagpur,
Nellore, Pune, Raipur,
Rajahmundry, Rajkot,
Siliguri, Surat, Tirupati,
Trivandrum, Vadodara,
Vijayawada
and
Visakhapatnam.

Wolters Kluwer celebrates 30 years of UpToDate, the
industry-leading clinical decision support solution

Mumbai, Wolters Kluwer,
Health marked 30 years of
UpToDate®,an industryleading clinical decision
support (CDS) solution.
More than two million clinicians in over 190 countries
trust UpToDate to help
them improve care by providing evidence-based answers to clinical questions.
Studies have demonstrated
that
UpToDate
helpsimprove decisionmaking leading to higher
quality of care and improved health outcomes. It
has also had a substantial
impact on medical education.
“For 30 years UpToDate
has offered evidence-based
answers to critically important questions,” said Peter
Bonis, MD, Chief Medical Officer, Wolters Kluwer, Health.
“The urgency to get it right
is core to our culture, and as
we look to the next 30 years,
we know there is more to do.
Our goal is to ensure care
teams everywhere have ac-

cess to trustworthy, evidence-based information
and actionable information
when and where they need
it.” According to Mr. Harish
Ramachandran, Country
Head – India, and SAARC at
Wolters Kluwer's Clinical Effectiveness
division,
“UpToDate has a rich history
of 30 years of supporting
and promoting the best
quality patient care, and we
will continue to work towards this commitment. We
strive to bring this technology to every healthcare
institutioneven though clinicians have the necessary
training and knowledge, access to the most recent and
evidence-based information, can help improve clinical outcomes "
Delivering the best
care everywhere-The anniversary also marks a major
milestone in its partnership
with Ariadne Labs Better
Evidence program: over
100,000 subscriptions of
UpToDatehave been do-

Global Citizen Scholarship opens its
2023-24 cycle for studying in Singapore
Mumbai, Global Indian
International School (GIIS)
has invited applications for
its prestigious Global Citizen
Scholarship for Year 2023-24
- a scholarship which gives
meritorious secondary
school students an opportunity to complete their high
school education in
Singapore.
The scholarship is open
for Grade 10 students across
the country, irrespective of
their city, schools, boards etc.
This fully-funded platform is
a dream-come-true for
many aspiring students who
will get a chance to live and
study in Singapore, and often go on to pursue their
university years in reputed
Ivy League schools.
“GCS is an initiative to
help meritorious students
across the country to pursue
their high school education
abroad,” said Mr Pramod
Tripathi, Director Academic,
CMYK

GIIS Singapore.“Last year, 17
students were selected for
GIIS Singapore campuses
and so far more than 100+
students have benefited
through this scholarship.
The scholarship not only
provides a chance to study
at a world-class institution
but it would also help open
doors to leading global universities for students, after
completion of Grade 12”.
Global Citizen Scholarship is a one-of-its-kind opportunity enabling students
to pursue grades 11 and 12
at GIIS SMART Campus in
Singapore since 2008. The
scholarship gives a 100%
waiver on tuition and boarding for students who move
to Singapore to study in the
flagship campus which has
been hailed as the school of
the future. The campus has
next-gen infrastructure and
digital environment, and
emphasises on data

analytics for best student
learning outcomes. It has
been featured by the National Geographic channel
as a school of the future in a
documentary released in
November. In addition to
100% waiver on the school
fees for two years to study
in grades 11 and 12, scholars also avail benefits like
free accommodation, travel
cost, pocket money and
more, which amounts to
approx S$90,000 per student. Students are selected
for a written exam based on
their consistent academic
performance and Board 10
results, and shortlisted for
online and face-to-face interviews. Applicants have to
attempt written exams being held in different parts of
the country. This year students will be able to appear
for exams on 24th December 2022 or 21st January
2023 or 25th March 2023.

nated to caregivers and institutions in resource-limited settings in 159 countries. The program, which
began in 2009, is part of
Wolters Kluwer’songoing
mission to deliver the best
care everywhere.
“UpToDate subscriptions
have supported clinicians
working in some of the most
challenging settings around
the globe, allowing them to
provide better, more equitable care for their patients,
regardless of location or resources,” said Rebecca
Weintraub, MD, Director of
Better Evidence at Ariadne
Labsa joint center for health
systems innovation at
Brigham and Women's Hospital and the Harvard T.H.
Chan School of Public Health.
“Giving medical students access to UpToDate in low-resource settings, where cost
has traditionally been a major barrier is helping prepare
them to provide evidencebased care for long into the
future.”

Apple partners
with Google,
Mozilla to develop
Speedometer 3
San Francisco, Dec 16
(IANS) Apple has partnered
with Google and Mozilla to
develop Speedometer 3, a
benchmark for testing
browser performance.
Apple's WebKit team announced the collaboration
over Twitter.
"We're excited to work
with @googlechrome and
@firefox on the next Speedometer benchmark, which
measures
real-world
browser performance on
the Web. Working together
will help us further improve
the benchmark and improve browser performance
for our users," it tweeted.
Speedometer is a
benchmark for web browsers that measures Web application responsiveness by
timing simulated user interactions
on
various
workloads.
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Abans Holdings Ltd. IPO subscribed 110%
on closing, Listing on 23rd December

Mumbai, Abans Holdings Limited an IPO that
opened December 12 and
subscribed 110% on the last
day. The 100% book-built
Offer closed today. The QIB
Portion has been subscribed 410%, the Retail portion has been subscribed
40% so far and HNI Portion
has been subscribed 148%.
The good response from
QIB can be attributed to the
growing India story wherein
the financial services companies are expected to do
well. The encouraging HNI
response motivates the
Company to perform even
better. The Company is a
Mumbai based Financial
Services multi-national and
proposes in its initial public
offering up to 1,28,00,000
equity shares of face value
of Rs. 2 each. The Price Band
of the Offer has been fixed
at Rs. 256 to Rs. 270 per Equity Share. At the top of the
Price Band, the Issue is Rs.
345.60 crores. The offer includes a fresh issue of upto
38,00,000 equity shares. The
net proceeds of the fresh Issue will go towards funding
investment in a NBFC subsidiary (Abans Finance Pvt.
Ltd.), for financing the augmentation of its capital base
to meet its future capital requirements and the balance
amount towards general

corporate purposes. The offer-for-sale comprises of up
to 90,00,000 Equity Shares
of its founder Mr. Abhishek
Bansal. Aryaman Financial
Services Limited is the Book
Running Lead Managers to
the Issue. The Shares would
be listed at BSE and NSE.
Abans Holding Limited is a
holding company of the Financial services Business
of the Abans Group. The International presence is
what is the unique about
this company. It operates
from multiple locations including India, United Kingdom, Dubai, Shanghai,
Hongkong, Mauritius and
Singapore. The Abans

Narmada, Water Resources, Water Supply &
Kalpsar Dept.
ONLINE SORT TENDER NOTICE NO.04 OF 2022-23
Executive Engineer, Ahmedabad Irrigation Division, Bahumali Bhavan,
C-Block, 9th Floor, Vastrapur Sarkari Vasahat, Drive-in Rd. Ahmedabad380 052 (Phone No.079-29609266) invite online tenders for 03 Different
works for which estimated costs are Rs.5.30 lakh and 44.50 lakh from
the Appropriate Category/Class of contractor Registered with NWRWS
& Kalpsar Deptt. OR R&B Department.
1. Period for download & submission of online tender:
dt.17/12/2022 to dt.27/12/2022 up to 18.00 hrs.
2. Physical submission of Tender Fee & EMD: Within next 7 working
days after last date of online Tender Submission (By RPAD or Speed
Post only)
3. Opening of Tender: dt.28/12/2022 at 12.00 Hrs
Deta
li
Tender
Notice
will
be
available
on
www.statetenders.gujarat.gov.in and e-tender for download & upload
will be available on www.nprocure.com. Addition/Alternation/
Corrigendum etc. if any will be published on www.nprocure.com only
and it will be binding to all the contractors.

INF/ABD/1424/2022

CHANGE OF NAME
I have changed my minor son
old name from
PATEL RUDRA SAMIRBHAI
to SONI RUDRA
RAKESHKUMAR
Add. 403. Shyam Ujjawal
Avenue, Maninagar
Ahmedabad-380008
3962A

GUJARAT WATER SUPPLY & SEWERAGE
BOARD
SECTOR-10/A, GANDHINAGAR
BRIEF SHORT NOTICE INVITING ONLINE TENDER
FOR RATE CONTRACT OF CARTIRIDGE REFILLING OF
PRINTERS-2022-23
GWSSB invites online tender through e-tendering for RATE
CONTRACT OF CATRIDGE REFIILING OF PRINTERS FOR
TWO YEARS Interested bidder who wishes to participate in
above tender may view the detailed tender notice & down load
the Tender documents at free of cost from website.
httpps://www.nprocure.com
The last date of submission of online tender is 06-01-2023
INF/2010/22-23
GOVERNMENT OF GUJARAT

NARMADA WATER RESOURCES, WATER SUPPLY &
KALPSAR DEPARTMENT
E-TENDER NOTICE NO.11 OF 2022-23 (4th Attempt)
On behalf of Hon.Governor of Gujarat, on line (E-Tendering) tender for the below
work is invited by The Executive Engineer, Drainage Divison-2, Surat-395001 Ta &
Dist- Surat Ph.No.0261-2669596 From the contractor with registration “E-1” Class &
Above with approved by Govt. Of Gujarat in form B-1.

sr.
no.

Name of Work

1.

2.

Constructing R.C.C.box culvert at
Ch. 18140 mt. on Sena Khadi at
vil: Andhi, Ta: Olpad, Dist: Surat.
Downloading of tender Document

4.

Tender Uploading Date

6.

Opening Date& Authority

7.

Last date& Physical Submission
of Tender fee. EMD & Other
Documents in Division office
during office hours by RPAD/
Speed Post/Courier only.

A. Estimated Cost
B. Tender Fee
C. EMD
(A) Rs.28,73,140.89
(B) Rs.1500/(C) Rs.28,900/Dt.15/12/2022 to Dt.30/12/2022
up to 18.00 Hrs.
Dt.15/12/2022 to Dt.30/12/2022
up to 18.00 Hrs.
Dt.31/12/2022, 12.00 Hrs. Superintending
Engineer Surat Irrigation Circle, Near MTB
College, Athwalines. Surat
Ph.No.0261-2668760
email: sesicsurat@gamil.com
dt.31/12/2022 to Dt.05/01/2023, up to
18.00 Hrs. (during office hours)

Mahiti/Surat/1089/2022

ONLINE TENDER NOTICE NO.18/2022-23
PANCHAYAT R & B DIVISION BOTAD
Executive Engineer Panchayat Road and Building Division (Ph.02849271472) invites On-line Tenders from Registered contractors with Govt.
of Gujarat. for Various Roads Under.

MMGSY SCSP plan
2022-23
Total

Group has other interests
such as Gold Refining,
Jewellery, Commodities
Trading, Agricultural Trading and Warehousing, Software Development and
Real Estate. Abans Holding
Limited is primarily a holding company and its operates all its businesses
through its subsidiaries.
The company is a wellcapitalised firm with a Consolidated Net Wor th of
around 678 crores and a
borrowing of only around
77 crores as on August 31,
2022 making one of the
lowest debt to equity financial sector companies
in its peer group.

2 work

304.23 Lacs

2 Work

304.23 Lacs

Tender Notice will be published at time of tender uplaod on website
https://www.nprocure.com. Bidders have to submit tender On-line
on website https://www.nprocure.com only. No physical submission
will be entertained. Detail tender notice also Available on Information
Deptt. web site www.statetenders.com and our office Board.
Original tender documents, and detailed tender Notice also can be
seen at this office on working days.
Time Schedule of E-Tendering as below.

Documents downloading and last
date, time of Tender Submission
Tender Opening Date and Time
Submission of Tender fee, EMD and
other documents, by RPAD

Dt.19-1-2023
Up to 18:00 hrs.
Dt.20-1-2023
12:00 hrs.
within seven days
from opening Tender.
DDI/BVN/834/22

CHANGE OF NAME
I have changed my old name
from
KARIMI FATEMA
MOHAMMEDSALIM to
KARIMI FATIMAH
MOHAMMEDSALIM
Add. 10-B-2, Kajal Park
Society, Sarkhej Road,
Juhapura,
Ahmedabad-380055
3960

CHANGE OF NAME
I have changed my old name
from
KARIMI SALIMBHAI
HAMIDBHAI to KARIMI
AHMED MOHAMMEDSALIM
Add. 10-B-2, Kajal Park
Society, Sarkhej Road, B/h
Khurshid Park, Juhapura,
Ahmedabad-380055
3960A

CHANGE OF NAME
I have changed my old name
from
RATHOD RAKESHSINGH
VIKRAMSINGH to RATHOD
RAKESHSINGH
VIKRAMSINH
Add. At. Falu, Ta.Vijapur,
Dist.Mahesana,
Pin-382870
K020A

CHANGE OF NAME
I have changed my old name
from
KRUNAL NAIMESH SHAH to
KRUNAL NAIMESHBHAI
SHAH
Add. A-5, Bhalchandra Apt,
Vasna Ahmedabad-380007
3964

CHANGE OF NAME
I have changed my old name
from
PAYAL CHIRAG SHETH to
PAYAL PARIMAL SHAH
Add. A-1302, Yash Pinacle,
Bhatta, Paldi,
Ahmedabad-380007
3963

IndiGo seeks final approval from
DGCA to wet lease B777 aircraft
New Delhi, Dec 16 (IANS)
After receiving in-principle
approval for inducting B777
aircraft on a wet lease basis
from the Ministry of Civil
Aviation (MOCA), IndiGo has
now applied for final approval from the aviation
regulator DGCA for these
operations as per the prescribed procedure.
In coordination with the
process of these approvals,
IndiGo will soon make this
777-capacity available for
sale on the Delhi - Istanbul Delhi route, subject to regulatory approvals.
"We are working closely
with the authorities to ensure all the required steps to
obtain the approvals are
completed well in time and
will consider the earliest the
go-live date for these aircraft in line with expected
receipt of requisite approvals. This wet lease solution
will also enable us to better

CHANGE OF NAME
I have changed my old name
from
MIRCHIWALA SHEBAZ
NASIRMIYA to MIRCHIWALA
SHEHBAZ NASIRMIYA
Add. D 751, Kimliwad, Furja
Road,
Bharuch-392001
V033

utilize our A321 narrow
body fleet to continue our
network deployment in
light of the global supply
chain issues," said the Indigo Spokesperson.
IndiGo airline is planning to wet lease aircrafts to
meet the growing demand

for air travel. Under 'wet
lease' arrangement, the lessor maintains operational
control of flights while providing aircraft and crew.
Keeping in view the demand and growth in the
aviation traffic, Indigo is
looking to expand its fleet
and
International
operations.Earlier, on the
occasion of declaring recent

CHANGE OF NAME

CHANGE OF NAME

I have changed my old name
from
BANGLAWALA MEHBOOB
YAKUBBHAI to
BANGLAWALA MAHEBOOB
YAKUB
Add. E-3466, Mota
Dabhoouawad,
Nr. Fata Talav, Bharuch
V033-B

I have changed my old name
from
PATEL SHREY
PRAGNESHKUMAR to
PATEL SHREY
PRAGNESHBHAI
Add. C-301, Dev Homes,
Balol Nagar, Ranip
Ahmedabad-382480
3962

CHANGE OF NAME
I have changed my old name
from
ZAHIR SALIM PATEL to
ZAHIR SALIMBHAI PATEL
Add. A-2/3, Siraj Park,
Near Railway Crossing,
Sherpura Road,
Bharuch-392001
V033A

CHANGE OF NAME
I have changed my old name
from JANKI ARCHAN PATEL
to New Name JANKI
SHANTIBHAI PANCHAL
Address- 55, bandhan
Society, Nr Ghodasar Lake,
Ghodasar,
Ahmedabad- 380050
C004

CHANGE OF NAME
I have changed my old name
from
SHAH PRAGHNABEN
CHIMANLAL to KOTADIA
PRAGHNABEN
NALINKUMAR to
PRAGNABEN
NALINKUMAR KOTADIA
Add. 3, Shayamal Bunglow,
Berna Road, Gokulnagar, Nr.
Gokulesh Mandir,
Himatnagar,
Ta. Himatnagar,
Dist. Sabarkantha
K020

CHANGE OF NAME
I have changed my old name
from
CHAVDA CHANDANI
DILIPSINH to CHAVDA
CHANDNI DILIPSINH
Add. Near Forest Colony,
Nadino Dal, Mahetapura,
Himatnagar,
Ta. Himatnagar,
Dist.Sabarkantha-383001
K020

financial results of the airline, Indigo CEO Pieter
Elbers said, "We are on a
steady path to recovery,
benefiting from enormous
opportunities both in domestic and international
markets. With an industry
challenged by global supply
chain disruptions, we are
measures to accommodate
this strong demand. We
have an unparalleled network presence enabling air
travel to 74 domestic and 26
International destinations,
we will continue to accelerate and build on this."
As of September 30, a
fleet of 279 aircraft, including 26 A320 CEOs, 149 A320
NEOs, 68 A321 NEOs, 35
there was a net decrease of
three passenger aircraft during the quarter. IndiGo operated at a peak of 1,630
daily flights during the quarter, including non-scheduled flights.--IANS

Bharuch Nagarpalika
Dist : Bharuch

Bharuch Nagarpalika invite tender under14th
Finance Commission, SJMMSVY grant for following
works of R.C.C. Trimix Road, Pevar Block,
underground drainage, Kota fitting and Re-Fitting
C.C.Road. Their Estimated Cost range between
Rs.24,240/- to Rs.4,83,250/-. Total there are 54
Works. Contractor should have valid register license
under R&B. For filling this tender contractor have to
submitted, registration documents along with tender
copy. For EMD contractor have to submitted Demand
draft/Banker’s Cheque/F.D.If any of this document
is not submitted, then we will not accept any tender.
Bharuch nagarpalika will not accept tender only
through RPAD/Speed post and hand to hand. If
tender will not come in time and any delay is there,
then bharuch nagapalika will not take any
responsibility and not accept any tender. For Details
regarding
tender
Bidders
can
visit
www.statetenders.gujarat.gov.in.
Right to reject any tender without assigning any
Reason there of is reserved by the competent
authority. Last date of tender is Dt.19/12/2022 at 4.00
PM and tender submission date is 26/12/2022 till
4.00 PM.
Note: 1) GST & EPF No.must required
2) For any further information contact
Municipal Engineer in office hours.
Dasrathsinh N.Gohil
Chief Officer
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Business Brief
Indian tech industry hired 380K
freshers in FY22, Gen Z keen to
join: Nasscom
New Delhi, Dec 16 (IANS) Indian tech industry
hired around 380,000 freshers in FY22 and over 70
per cent of Gen Z students are keen to take up tech
jobs in the near future, a Nasscom report said on
Friday.
According to the findings, significant fresher
hiring over the last few years in the tech Industry
has pushed the share of Gen Z to 18-20 per cent
and millennials to 68-70 per cent of total employee
base in FY22.In fact, 79 per cent of Gen Z are willing to spend more than two years in their first job,
provided employers give them the right value
proposition, said the
Nasscom survey with
job website Indeed.
As of 2021, India's
share of millennials
and Gen Z stood at 52
per cent, higher than
the global average of
47 per cent.This trend is expected to maintain momentum till 2030, where the share of India's Gen Z
and Millennial population will be 50 per cent, higher
than the world average of 46 per cent.
"With newer perspectives and ideas, Gen Z and
Millennials are setting the future course of employee engagement, retention, and acquisition
strategies. It will be interesting to see how these
newer generations shape India's future as the talent hub of the world," said Sangeeta Gupta, Senior
Vice President, and Chief Strategy Officer, Nasscom.

Bharuch Nagarpalika
Dist : Bharuch

Bharuch Nagarpalika invite Online tender Under
15th Finance, SJMMSVY and M.L.A Grant for following
20 Package of RCC trimix Road, C.C.Road, Asphalt
road, Drainage Slab, fixing of paver block Circle
Renovation & Renovation of Crematorium. Their
Estimated Cost range between Rs.5,01,800/- to
Rs.87,33,704/-. For Details regarding tender Bidders
can
downloads
the
tender
from
www.statetenders.gujarat.gov.in
&
www.nprocure.com. Bidders must bid the tender
document by online tender process. Nagarpalika will
only accept physical tender document through RPAD/
Speed post and hand to hand at nagarpalika.
Note: GST& EFO No. Must Required.
1) Tender Download Dt.19/12/2022 to 26/12/2022
2) Physical submission of tender through RPAD/Speed
Post & hand to hand Dt.28/12/2022 at 16.00 PM
3) Opening of Technical Bid Dt.29/12/2022 at 13.00
p.m.
Dasrathsinh N.Gohil
Chief Officer

Hemuben A.Patel
Chairman
Public Work Committee

Naresh B. Sutharwala
Chairman
Standing Committee

Ninabaa K.yadav
Vice President
Amit S.Chavda
President
Bharuch Nagarpalika, Bharuch
INF/BCH/525/2022

Hemuben A.Patel
Chairman
Public Work Committee

Naresh B. Sutharwala
Chairman
Standing Committee

Ninabaa K.yadav
Vice President
Amit S.Chavda
President
Bharuch Nagarpalika, Bharuch
INF/BCH/524/2022

CHANGE OF NAME
I have changed my old name
from
KAYNAR SOHELBHAI
SHAHBUDDINJIWALA to
AAYESHA
MOHAMMEDAAKIB
SHAMSHIR
Add. 4071/2, Bh Anjuman
High School, Jamalpur,
Ahmedabad
3961

CHANGE OF NAME
I have changed my old name
from
GAEKWAD
HEMANTKUMAR
RAGHUNATH to GAEKWAD
HEMANTKUMAR
RAGHUNATHRAO
Add. B-603, Aastha Opal,
Opp. Swaminarayan Flat,
Nava Vadaj,
Ahmedabad-380013
3959

GOVERNMENT OF INDIA, DEPARTMENT OF SPACE,
CONSTRUCTION & MAINTENANCE GROUP (CMG),
SPACE APPLICATIONS CENTRE (SAC), JODHPUR TEKRA, AMBAWADI VISTAR P.O.
AHMEDABAD-380015 Ph.No.: (079) 26914953 / 4933 / 4901, FAX No.: (079) 26915853
CORRIGENDUM NO. – 01 dt. 14.12.2022
To
Tender Notice No.: SAC/ CMG / CPHD / C / e / 90 to 92, 94 to 96 / 2022-23 & Dated: 30.11.2022
On Behalf of the President of India, Online Item rate tenders are invited through e-tendering for the following works.
Tender
No.

CMC-Sodium Carboxymethyl Cellulose
For Textiles, Detergents, Paints, Pesticide, Ceramic, Oil well drilling, Welding
Electrodes etc.
CMS-Carboxy Methyl Starch
For Textiles, Briquettes,

Cellulose Powder For welding rods
Address : Plot No 5623/c, Phase II,
GIDC Industrial Area, Vatva,
Ahmedabad-382445. Gujarat India.
CONTACT +91 98799 97220,
E-MAIL : info@patelindustries.co.in

Manufacturer & Exporter
of Speciality Chemicals

C-90

Title of Work

Item rate contract for repair & replacing of
wood/steel/PVC doors, windows & ventilators
in various quarters at Vikramnagar DOS
Housing Colony, Ahmedabad.
C-91
Miscellaneous Structural repairing &
strengthening of existing structural members
in Library Building (40-C) and building No.
27-A at SAC Campus, Ahmedabad.
C-92
Providing and laying carpet to various roads
at Vastrapur DOS Housing colony,
Ahmedabad.
C-94
Construction of Temporary storage room for
keeping furniture spare parts near 30-C at
SAC Campus, Ahmedabad.
C-95
Extension of fencing Boundary of scrap yard
(2989) and installation of movable partition
in scrap yard and Construction of Ladies toilet
RSA entry gate at SAC Campus, Ahmedabad.
C-96
Removing, Transportation, Fixing &
constructing foundation for proposed location
of GSLV D2 ROCKET at KV SAC Campus of
Vastrapur, Ahmedabad.
All other terms & conditions in the NIT remain unchanged.

CMYK

Estimated
Cost put to
tender

Period of
Earnest
Completion Money
Deposit

Rs.22.80 Lakhs 12 Months

Rs.45610.00

Rs.15.19 Lakhs 04 Months

Rs.30380.00

Rs.11.78 Lakhs 02 Months

Rs.23570.00

Rs.7.75 Lakhs

03 Months

Rs.15500.00

Rs.6.75 Lakhs

02 Months

Rs.13500.00

Rs.6.38 Lakhs

03 Months

Rs.12760.00

Period during
which the
tender
document can
be downloaded
as per this
Corrigendum

From
02.12.2022
(10.00 hrs) to
23.12.2022
(17.00 hrs)

Due date and
time of
Submission
of tender as
per this
Corrigendum

29.12.2022
up to 17.00
hrs

Group Head, CMG

Ahmedabad, Page 7

National

CMYK
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'AAP MLAs will now clash with their
own councillors in MCD': Delhi BJP

News

in a Nutshell

Ex-SP MP seeks pardon for her
son-in-law from CM Yogi
Lucknow, Dec 16 (IANS) Former Samajwadi Party
(SP) MP Sushila Saroj has sought chief minister Yogi
Adityanath's pardon for her son-in-law, Anurag
Bhadauria's alleged objectionable remarks against
him.
In a viral video, Sushila Saroj has appealed to the
chief minister to stop police action against
Bhadauria who had allegedly made derogatory remarks against the chief minister in a live debate on
a TV channel last month.In her emotional appeal,
Saroj can be heard calling herself "daughter of
Gorakhpur".
Saroj claimed that on December 9 police personnel of Lucknow's Hazratganj police station
pasted a notice for demolition of her house in
Lucknow in case Bhadauria did not appear before
the court.Saroj has claimed that the house belongs
to her and it is not in the name of her son-in-law.
She said that the alleged remarks by her son-inlaw were just a slip of tongue and that his son-inlaw should be forgiven.

Kerala official suspended over
'derogatory' remark against
defence personnel
Thiruvananthapuram, Dec 16 (IANS) An official
attached to Kerala State Civil Supplies Corporation
Limited, (Supplyco), has been suspended for making an "objectionable" remark against the defence
personnel.
Sujoy Kumar was placed under suspension for
likening the defence personnel to dogs while reacting to a social media post.
The post, shared last month, had gone viral evoking sharp criticism and cries for strict action against
him. The department then launched a probe into
the incident.Supplyco is a government company
which does timely interventions in the retail market to control prices of essential commodities.

Relief for TVM Mayor, CPI(M) as
Kerala HC junks plea for CBI
probe
Thiruvananthapuram, Dec 16 (IANS) The Kerala
High Court on Friday dismissed a plea seeking a CBI
or a judicial inquiry into a letter allegedly written by
Thiruvananthapuram Corporation Mayor Arya
Rajendran seeking a list of CPI(M) members for appointment to various posts in the Corporation.
It directed that the ongoing probe by the Crime
Branch police can continue.
The plea seeking a Central Bureau of Investigation (CBI) probe was filed by a former councillor of
the Corporation- G.Sreekumar.
In his petition, Sreekumar claimed that the acts
of nepotism of Rajendran and another party councillor were against the oath taken by them while
assuming office as Councillors.

Probationers of Indian Railways called on the President of India, Smt. Droupadi Murmu, at Rashtrapati
Bhavan in New Delhi on Friday.UNI

Centre seeks Parliament nod on two bills on
inclusion of ST communities in states' lists
New Delhi, Dec 16 (IANS)
The Central government will
seek to discuss and get The
Constitution (Scheduled
Tribes) Order (Third Amendment) Bill, 2022 and the Constitution (Scheduled Tribes)
Order (Fourth Amendment)
Bill, 2022 passed in the Lok
Sabha on Friday.
The Constitution (Scheduled Tribes) Order ( Third
Amendment) Bill, 2022 seeks
to amend the Constitution
(Scheduled Tribes) Order,
1950 for inclusion of certain
communities in the list of
Scheduled
Tribes
of

Himachal Pradesh.
Similarly, the Constitution (Scheduled Tribes) Order (Fourth Amendment) Bill,
2022 seeks to amend the
Constitution (Scheduled
Tribes) Order, 1950 for inclusion of certain communities
in the Scheduled Tribes list of
Karnataka.
Apart from this, the government will also seek to get
the Anti-Maritime Piracy Bill,
2019, passed in the Lower
House on Friday. It was introduced in the Lok Sabha last
week.This bill seeks to make
special provisions for repres-

sion of piracy on high seas
and provides for punishment for piracy.
BJP MP Rama Devi will
present in the House two reports of the standing committee on social justice. One
report is on the "Review of
the functioning of National
Institutes established for different types of disabilities"
and the second one is an action taken report on the recommendations made by the
panel on a previous report
on the demands for grants of
the social justice ministry for
the current fiscal.--IANS

statement from the law
minister, the announcement made by the Chief Justice in a courtroom full of
lawyers that "there will be
no benches available from
tomorrow till January 1," assumes significance.
Friday is the last working
day for the Supreme Court
and it will reopen after two
weeks' winter break on
January 2, 2023.
Long vacations availed
by courts have often faced
criticism. However, then

Chief Justice N.V. Ramana,
while delivering a lecture on
'Life of a Judge' in Ranchi in
July, said there was a misconception that judges stay
in ultimate comfort and enjoy their holidays.
"We spend sleepless
nights rethinking our decisions. After all, like all other
humans, even judges are fallible. Judges in the apex
court are entrusted with the
task of delivering the final
verdict. As it seals the fate of
parties, the stress is much

New Delhi, Dec 16 (IANS)
BJP MP Harnath Singh Yadav
on Friday will bring the private members resolution in
the Rajya Sabha to urge the
Central government to formulate the Population Control Act.
The resolution says, "Formulate a stringent population control policy to check
the
mammoth growth of
population, and make stringent and uniform population control laws to overcome the crisis that arisen
due to the rise in popula-

more at the highest level. It
is an onerous responsibility,
which we take extremely
seriously. There exists a misconception in the minds of
the people that judges stay
in ultimate comfort, work
only from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
and enjoy their holidays.
Such a narrative is untrue,"
Justice Ramana had said.
He further added, "We
continue to work even during weekends and court
holidays to do research and
author pending judgments.
I

Manish Tewari's 4th adjournment
notice in LS on Chinese transgressions

Jharkhand Chief Minister Hemant Soren being presented a memento during
his visit to Baba Baidyanath Dham, in Deoghar on Friday. UNI

Sparks fly in Rajya Sabha over demand
for discussion on Chinese transgressions
New Delhi, Dec 16 (IANS)
The Rajya Sabha on Friday
witnessed heated exchanges between the Opposition and the treasury
benches over demand for
discussion on Chinese transgressions at the LAC.
Leader of Opposition
Mallikarjun Kharge said,
"The Chair should allow
opposition's notices on the
issue as this is an important
issue and all the members
want a discussion. "
The request was ignored
by the Deputy Chairman
Harivansh, who was on the
Chair, and the house was adjourned till 12 p.m but not
before the Congress MPs
trooping to the Well of the
House. Deputy Chairman

Harivansh warned the members to refrain from making
comments on the Chair.
Accusing the opposition
of disrupting the proceedings and disallowing the
House to function smoothly,
Finance Minister Nirmala
Sitharaman said, "Congress
is not bothered about the
common man's issue."
Apparently, there was
lack of coordination between the Opposition as
Nadimul
Haque
of
Trinamool Congress went
ahead with the Zero Hour
issue and so did Mahua
Manjhi of Jharkhand Mukti
Morcha (JMM).However, the
Chair said it had received
eight notices under rule 267
but was rejecting them.

towards strengthening the
BH series ecosystem.
Officials said that in an
endeavour to further improve as well as widen the
scope of BH series implementation, MoRTH proposed new rules.
With this, the transfer of
ownership of the vehicles
with BH series registration
mark to other persons, who
are eligible or ineligible for
BH series, has been facilitated.
Vehicles currently hav-

result of these aggressions,
if so, how much and how
does the Government plan
to get it back?" the notice
said.
The notice said a detailed discussion was required on the grave situation at the border with
China in the Tawang sector
in Arunachal Pradesh.
"This is the first physical
clash between the two
armies since August 2020
which took place at Rinchen
La in eastern Ladakh. Bilateral trade with China is at an
all-time high. Between 2020
to the present, imports from
China have nearly doubled
from $27.3 billion to $52.4
billion."That the Chinese are
attempting to come inside

the Indian territory is a portentous sign. From Eastern
Ladakh, the Chinese seem to
be eyeing Arunachal and
the 2,500 KM Eastern Sector
of the LAC. Reports suggest
that China has built massive
infrastructure and there is
additional troop buildup on
the LAC. At least three additional PLA brigades are reportedly deployed at the
LAC.
"These clashes are in addition to what has been
happening in Eastern
Ladakh where, despite multiple rounds of talks, sixteen
in total, China has vehemently refused to vacate areas it reportedly occupied
after the major clash on May
5, 2020.

tion."
In his argument, he says
that the population, which
produces, distributes and
consumes goods and services, is an invaluable asset
for a nation as it is a means
to an end, i.e.,
the economic development of a country, due to
the unprecedented rise in
the population of the country in the past decades, a
dreadful condition is arising
on account of gross imbalance between available resources and overall development and services.

Further the notice says
no government can succeed in providing necessary
resources and
services at the same
pace at which the population is growing and more
than 70 years have passed
since the country got its independence, but we have
not been successful in providing potable water,
healthcare facilities, food,
housing, means of employment, electricity, etc., to the
citizens as per the need due
to the root cause of fast
growing population.

Travel-tour operators' annual
convention in Lucknow
Lucknow, Dec 16 (IANS)
Over 1,200 stakeholders
and members of the Indian
Association of Tour Operators (IATO) will attend the
37th IATO Annual Convention beginning here on Friday.
IATO is the national apex
body of the tourism industry. It is a consortium of different segments of the sector having representation
from tour operators, travel
agents, hotels, airlines, government tourism departments, development corporations, educational institu-

tions and transport operators.
Principal secretary, Uttar
Pradesh Tourism, Mukesh
Meshram said that the event
aims at attracting the tourism sector community to invest in Uttar Pradesh as the
state government has
incentivized business development in this area through
a revamped policy framework.
He added that postCovid the tourism sector has
picked up in diverse ways,
opening new business avenues in the state.

Congress' Jairam Ramesh hints
at renaming Jaipur's Albert Hall
Jaipur, Dec 16 (IANS)
Jairam Ramesh, the Congress general secretary, has
hinted at changing the
name of Albert Hall Museum, the oldest museum of
the state.
While addressing the
media during Bharat Jodo
Yatra at Lalsot in Dausa on
Thursday, Ramesh said that
on the occasion of completion of 100 days of Bharat
Jodo Yatra, a cultural
programme
will
be
organised at Jaipur's Albert
Hall Museum on Friday.
Former National President
of Congress Rahul Gandhi
will participate in this event.
Ramesh said, "I wish that
the name of Albert Hall Museum should be changed,

because Albert was the husband of Queen Victoria and
today in 2022, it is not right
to have the name Albert. He
said that I also talked to
Chief Minister Ashok Gehlot
in this regard and asked him
to change the name, I understand that it will be renamed soon."
Meanwhile. discussions
have started on whether the
government will change the
name of Albert Hall or not.
It is also discussed that if the
name of Albert Hall is
changed, then after whom
will this historical building
be named? Welcoming the
statement of Ramesh, BJP
MP C.P. Joshi has also placed
a demand in front of Chief
Minister Ashok Gehlot.

Bihar is under 'police raj', families Morbi councillors oppose Guj govt's
move to supersede nagarpalika
are hiding bodies: Sushil Modi
New Delhi, Dec 16 (IANS)
Former Deputy Chief Minister and BJP MP Sushil Modi
lashed out at Nitish Kumarled Bihar government over
the hooch tragedy in
Chapra, and said the state
was under 'police raj' and
the number of deaths in the
recent hooch tragedy was
much higher.
While speaking to IANS,
he said, "More than 100
people died after drinking
spurious, illicit liquor. But,
the numbers are being hidden. Even in Bihar, the media has put the death toll at
around 50. The people are
hiding the bodies of their
kins fearing police inquiry.

Centre notifies amendments in rules
governing BH series registration mark
New Delhi, Dec 16 (IANS)
The Union Ministry of Road
Transport and Highways
(MoRTH) has issued a notification to notify amendments in the rules governing Bharat (BH) series registration mark.
Earlier, the Ministry had
introduced the BH series
registration mark on August
26, 2021.
Over the course of
implementation of these
rules, several representations have been received

New Delhi, Dec 16 (IANS)
Despite being denied discussion on the Chinese
transgressions, Congress MP
Manish Tewari on Friday
again moved an adjournment notice in the Lok
Sabha on the issue.
This is his fourth notice
in the last as many consecutive days.
"We have had the
Hon'ble Defence Minister
give a statement. However,
there are crucial questions
that need to be asked: Why
are these clashes happening, first Galwan and now
Yangtse? What do the Chinese want? Is the Government aware of Chinese malintentions? Have we lost any
territory to the Chinese as a

the Municipal Corporation
of Delhi (MCD) is now under
the Central Government,
that is, the Lieutenant Governor, and hence the civic
body has "no accountability" towards the Delhi government or the Legislative
Assembly.In a tweet on
Thursday, the BJP spokesperson urged the Lieutenant Governor to give "clear
tion officials that they are
"no longer answerable to
the Delhi government or
any committee of the Assembly".
He added that it would
be better if the AAP MLAs
focus on getting public
works done through Arvind
Kejriwal government's departments like Public Works
Department (PWD), Food
and Civil Supplies and Delhi
Jal Board among others.

Pvt member resolution in RS to urge Centre
to formulate Population Control Act

'No benches in winter break', says SC
after Centre's jibe on long vacations

New Delhi, Dec 16 (IANS)
Chief Justice of India D.Y.
Chandrachud on Friday said
that there will be no vacation benches during the
winter break of the Supreme
Court, which begins from
Saturday.
On Thursday, Union Law
Minister Kiren Rijiju, in the
Rajya Sabha, said that there
was a feeling among the
people that long court vacations were not very convenient for justice seekers.
Against the backdrop of this

New Delhi, Dec 16 (IANS)
The Delhi BJP has said that
it seems that the AAP MLAs
have the intention to interfere in the municipal
corporation's work and they
will now clash with their
own councillors in the same
way as they used to do with
BJP corporators previously.
The remarks were made
by Delhi BJP spokesperson
Praveen Shankar Kapoor a
day after AAP MLA Saurabh
Bhardwaj -- who chairs a
Delhi Assembly committee
on MCD -- said that the
members of the panel will
soon visit some of the
cleanest cities in the country to study their solid waste
management, segregation
and sanitation models.
Kapoor said that after
the amendment in the Delhi
Municipal Corporation Act,

ing regular registration
mark can also be converted
to BH series registration
mark subject to payment of
requisite tax, to facilitate
persons who subsequently
become eligible for BH series registration mark.
To provide further ease
of life to citizens, amendment in rule 48 has been
proposed to provide flexibility to submit applications
for BH series either at the
place of residence or place
of work.

There is police raj in Bihar.
This is not the first tragedy
in Bihar. Before this tragedy,
17 deaths had occurred earlier due to illicit liquor in the
same district".
"It is not like Chief Minister Nitish Kumar is not intending, but his will to control the situation is dead. He
is making statements like 'jo
piyega woh marega' out of
frustration in the Assembly.
This shouldn't be the language of a Chief Minister,"
he said.
He further said, "Nitish
compares Bihar state with
Gujarat... there is proper
implementation, but Nitish
government has failed to

implement it in Bihar, which
is leading to such incidents.
Ban of liquor led to loss of
around Rs 1,000 crore to te
excise department, but it
has become a big source of
money for the police in
Bihar."The death toll in the
Chhapra hooch tragedy, due
to the consumption of spurious liquor, in Bihar's Saran
district has soared to 50 on
Friday (December 16). The
Station House Officer (SHO)
Ritesh Mishra and Constable
Vikesh Tiwari were suspended on Thursday with
immediate effect on the recommendation of Marhaura
Sub-Divisional Police Officer,
Yogendra Kumar.

Morbi (Gujarat), Dec 16
(IANS) The councillors of the
Morbi Nagarpalika have opposed
the
Gujarat
government's move to supersede it.
The councillors have
written a letter to Chief Minister Bhupendra Patel opposing
the
state
government's move.
After the collapse of the
suspension bridge on the
Machchu River on October
30, in which 135 people
were killed, the Gujarat gov-

ernment informed the
Gujarat High Court that it
will
supersede
the
nagarpalika.
Of the 52 elected members in the Morbi
nagarpalika, 47 members
have opposed this. In the
letter to the chief minister
these councillors have
stated that they had no role
in giving the repair contract
to Oreva group.Councillors
have said in the letter that it
was the decision of the
nagarpalika president, vice

president and standing
committee chairman. All 52
councillors are from the BJP.
One of the councillors,
Devabhai Avadiya told IANS,
"We 47 councillors have no
idea whether there was any
agreement
between
nagarpalika and the Oreva
group, the resolution was
never put up for voting in
the general board. In such a
case, how can the government hold all 52 councillors
responsible for the negligence.

Vaiko to issue of Centre-state
relation in RS
New Delhi, Dec 16 (IANS) MDMK leader Vaiko will
move a private member resolution on the Centre-state
relationship in the Rajya Sabha on Friday.
Over the past few years, some important subjects have
been transferred from the State List to the Concurrent List
thereby diluting and undermining the powers of the
states.
Important and sensitive subjects which have a bearing on the people of the country should be left to the
states alone to decide respect of its policy and implementation, since the state is nearer to the people than the
Centre, the resolution read.
To protect the unity and integrity of the country, federalism in true sense should be provided for in the Constitution. There is an urgent need to improve the harmonious development of the Centre-State relationship and
to empower the states with more.

CMYK

Fire and Fury Corps celebrating Vijay Diwas in commemoration of India’s victory in 1971 War with solemn reverence and patriotic fervor at the iconic Leh War
Memorial on Friday. UNI

